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The writing’s on the wall
of Melbourne’s newest theatre
t an emotion-filled ceremony on

A

The announcement was greeted with

13 April, the Melbourne Theatre

cheers, applause—and a palpable sense of

introducing a petition at the VTT Annual

Company unveiled the interior

relief—by the 150 invited guests, many of

General Meeting at the Union Theatre in

of its new theatre complex, and announced

whom were veterans from the early days of

November 2006. He was congratulated by

that its auditoriums are to be named the

the company, then known as the Union

veteran MTC colleagues Joan Harris,

Sumner and the Lawler, as a tribute to two

Theatre Repertory Company.

Monica Maughan, Lewis Fiander, Margo

of the most influential figures in Australian
theatre.

Particularly pleased was actor-director
Malcolm Robertson, who campaigned

widely for this recognition for Sumner,

Braybrook, Bruce Myles, Joy Westmore,
Bob Hornery and Elspeth Ballantyne.

*

Commenting on the decision to honour
Sumner, artistic director Simon Phillips said:

From left: John Sumner. The auditorium of the Sumner Theatre from the stage. The Sumner’s

‘The more we planned and sweated and lost

stage. Ray Lawler (right) with actor Bruce Myles. MTC’s artistic director Simon Phillips.

sleep over this project, the more we appreciated
the achievement of John Sumner, our first

entire stage floor is trapped. The retractable

ambience. This will be imaginatively

and longest-serving artistic director.

three-section orchestra pit can double as a

echoed in the walls of the Sumner.

forestage.

Who said that?

‘Our new performance home has been
built on five decades of artistic struggle and

The fly tower is 20m high, with 64 fly

achievement that made our case for a new

lines, allowing for complicated multiple

theatre more compelling, but we were

scenery manoeuvres. The proscenium arch

reminded at every turn who clear-felled the
unpromising terrain. We never forgot who
came to Melbourne in the ’50s, when serious
drama struggled on the amateur fringes, and
found an audience for professional repertory.
‘If we have seemed far-sighted in
creating the finest and most flexible
proscenium arch theatre in Australia, it is
because John Sumner is the giant on whose
shoulders we have sat pretty.
‘So what could we possibly name the
auditorium of our new theatre but the
Sumner Theatre? No doubt we will quickly
revert to calling it The Sumner. We owe
him a great debt, for which this tribute, in
comparison, is meagre.’
What is not meagre, however, is the
care and expertise that have gone into
creating the new theatre complex.

Flexibility in design

can expand from 10.5m up to 16.5m, or it
can retract completely, removing all
barriers between audience and stage.
This flexibility will give designers and
directors more control of the kind of stage
they want to work with, and shows
designed for other shaped prosceniums can
be restaged without design problems.
Backstage facilities include generous
wing and set storage areas, eight dressing
rooms, and offices for technical and
production staff.
The 500-seat auditorium is well raked,
allowing excellent sight lines, while a
centre aisle can be created or removed as
required. But it is the treatment of auditorium
walls that makes the Sumner unique.
Simon Phillips explained that he
wanted décor that would be theatrically
exciting for patrons, but sufficiently

The Sumner’s stage is designed to be

unobtrusive to allow stage designers a

excitingly flexible, with the latest in theatre

‘blank canvas’. He found the solution in his

technology. It can connect with the

childhood memories of visiting the Forum

auditorium gangways, allowing actors to

Theatre and seeing the hundreds of stars

process into and around the audience. The

that provided a magical moonlight
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As audiences enter the theatre, they will be
greeted on three sides by more than 60
theatrical quotes, personally selected by
Simon Phillips. They represent the work of

Also included in the complex is the 150
seat Lawler Theatre.
‘This will not have a fixed stage or

playwrights from Wilde to Beckett, Chekhov

seating, and will be an ideal venue for

to Sartre, Lawler to Shakespeare. They

rehearsals and for more experimental theatre,

include: Hell is other people ( Jean-Paul

both Australian and edgier, contemporary

Sartre), Extraordinary how potent cheap music

European-style work’, explained Phillips.

is (Noël Coward), I can resist everything except
temptation (Oscar Wilde) and The young are
always unforgiving—it’s part of your charm
( Joanna Murray-Smith).

It will be directly accessible from the
ground floor foyer.
The foyers use extensive glass panelling
allowing for natural light in both upper and

Cut into the acoustic panelling, they

lower levels. The upper foyer will also house

will be backlit with variable colour LED

audience briefings, recitals and education

lighting, giving the auditorium a dreamy,

presentations. There will be bars, a café and

floating feel. The colour and intensity can

special facilities for supporters.

change, according to the theme of the play
or the design of the set.

‘It opens everything up,’ says Phillips.
‘It’s been incredibly difficult to program

The quotes are not attributed on the

smaller works, and there have been things

walls—patrons will have to refer to a book

we’d have liked to do, but couldn’t because

in the foyer to find the authors. ‘I want the

we didn’t have the right space.

quotes to be a talking point and guessing
game,’ said Phillips.
Twelve of the most prominent quotes
will be sold in an online auction to help

‘Now we have a theatre in which 20th

Ambitious architecture
It’s a challenging project for architects
Ashton Raggatt McDougall, who are also
responsible for the adjoining Melbourne
Recital Centre. Their previous work has
included Melbourne’s Storey Hall, the
National Museum of Australia, Canberra,
the Perth Arena and the cultural centres at
Marion, SA, and Albury, NSW.
‘To make architecture for something that
is as ephemeral, as momentary, as a theatre
performance, is no easy transfiguration,’
said Ian McDougall. ‘Our collaboration has
created a magic box, a firmament of starry
quotations, in which one can enjoy the
miracle of the play.’
The MTC will oversee all aspects of the
theatre, including the cafeteria and bars,
rather than tendering them to private
contractors. It intends to begin performances

century drama can stand effortlessly, and

at the new theatres from March or April

we’ll have the studio for small-scale

2009, ahead of the official opening mid-2009.

experimental work. We’ll still be

And more good news—a 300-space car

For full details of the project and how

raise the final $5 million for the theatre and

programming big shows at the Arts Centre

park is under construction on Sturt Street,

the company’s new headquarters, under

Playhouse, but with these smaller spaces,

at the rear of the MTC Theatre/Recital

The site includes news updates, images, an

we can take some risks.’

Centre complex.

MTC history, and a virtual drive-past.

construction nearby.
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you can help, visit www.mtcathome.com.au.
*
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Opera House rethink?

Clockwise from below left: The upper foyer, ground floor plan of the Sumner Theatre, the ground floor foyer.

N

Is the Sydney Opera House overhaul really necessary, asks Greg Lenthen.

oted Sydney journalist and music

three years, and the opera and ballet

questioned the proposal to spend

is significant and enormously expensive.

companies will have to find temporary

House Opera Theatre.
In an article in The Sydney Morning Herald
on 7 February he pointed out that Oslo has

‘Sydney could have a new opera theatre
for not much more than the cost of fixing

homes.
‘When the work is done, both the

the old one,’ says Lenthen. ‘That’s the

existing opera hall and the new opera

surprising message from Oslo.’

house might share their stages with

Lenthen explains: ‘Sydney’s new opera

commercial managements. The Broadway

on the harbour for $800 million—and that

theatre should not attempt to compete with

musical Jersey Boys is just the latest show to

includes a 1350-seat main auditorium, with

the Sydney Opera House; it should be a

open in Melbourne because it is reportedly

generous wings and backstage areas and the

box of a building, plain and functional and

easier to find a venue there than in Sydney.

latest in stage machinery. It also includes a

close to transport. We would continue to

400-seat minor auditorium, a grand entrance

call the beautiful sculpture on Bennelong

contemplate spending $700 million, or

foyer, plus workshops, storage areas, rehearsal

Point the Sydney Opera House. Indeed, we

anything like it, on a significant overhaul of

rooms and offices—facilities that Opera

could continue to stage some operas there:

the existing structure, they should carefully

Australia has to maintain largely offsite.

works from the 17th-, 18th- and early

consider whether a new opera and ballet

19th-century repertoire that are happy with

theatre would be better value.

just built itself a sparkling new opera house

In contrast, Sydney’s $700 million will
pay for an enlarged orchestra pit, a wider

ON STAGE

Opera House will have to close for up to

Theatre deeper into the building,structural work

$700m on an overhaul of the Sydney Opera
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Because this means sinking the entire Opera

buff Greg Lenthen has

small orchestras and simpler staging.

stage, more wing space, new stage machinery

‘And while we built the new opera

and air-conditioning, plus an acoustic upgrade

theatre, we could go on using the existing

for the Concert Hall.

theatre. Otherwise the Opera Theatre in the

Autumn 2008

‘Before the state and federal governments

‘Sydney has the Eighth Wonder; it’s
about time it also had a first-class opera house.’n
The Sydney Opera House Opera Theatre
undergoes its first acoustic test, 21 January 1973.
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Ballarat battles

public access to buildings to enhance that.

Bitter controversy has erupted in Ballarat over a City Council proposal
to shut Her Majesty’s Theatre except during performance times.

of Ballarat, but does have a board made up

‘Her Majesty’s Theatre is run by the City

allarat’s historic Her Majesty’s,

is closed, it will never reopen. There are lots

what has changed. Something as significant

widely regarded as the oldest

of visitors from all over Australia who come

as this needs extensive community consultation.’

continuously operating theatre in

to the theatre and want to look around.

and national performers to Ballarat and

Jacinta Allen said the government could not

further raise the profile of arts in the city.’

give further details on funding.

Rocchiccioli said the details of his plans

Mechanics’ Institute secretary Dr Frank

of community representatives. It will be

for Ballarat would remain secret for fear of

Hurley said they hoped to gain more

interesting to hear how members of the

competition, but he hoped to make the city

funding soon. ‘Community support is always

the regional arts centre of Australia. ‘I’m not

a very important factor in grant applications,

re-inventing the wheel,’ he said. ‘We can

and the community and leaders of the community

only shake the tree and see what happens.’

in business have been strongly supportive.

Another former chairman, Graeme

Australia, has been in business for 132 years

‘It also means staff will be relocated,

and is currently open every weekday whether

public access taken away and huge problems

theatre is a wonderful place for people to

Schinck said, ‘Mr Rocchiccioli will use his

or not there’s a show.

for the public and local theatre companies

come to in Ballarat,’ he said. ‘It is part of

is priceless community infrastructure, and

extensive network of contacts in the arts and

with the changes to ticketing.’

our culture and should be seen as open.

it’s irreplaceable,’ Hurley said.

entertainment industries to promote Ballarat

Anything that would diminish that in any

to an international and national audience,

Majesty’s Theatre has forced the Royal South
Street Society to seek greater sponsor support.

The Ballarat Courier has reported that

Vendy, has also questioned the move. ‘The

Acting chief executive officer Anthony

‘This institute is so important because it

under a raft of major council cost-cutting

The theatre’s advisory board, which

plans, only paying theatregoers will have

reports to council and cannot ultimately

way would be detrimental to the vibrant

to help take Ballarat in a new direction, and

access. The theatre’s busy Majestix Box Office

block the changes, has now been told about

arts scene we have in Ballarat.’

to establish this city as a regional

would be closed and staff currently based at

the plans but was not originally consulted.

the theatre would move to other council
premises, such as the Ballarat Art Gallery.
Closure would also impact on the
patronage of the landmark Craig’s Royal
Hotel opposite the theatre. Craig’s has just

Ballarat City Council declined to comment

In a hard-hitting editorial, the Courier
commented: ‘Any moves to close Her

Ditchy’s comment on the theatre’s closure
from the Ballarat Courier.

powerhouse for the arts in Australia.’

Majesty’s Theatre to general access must be

board—all passionate supporters of Her

disclosed, but insiders suggest $100 000 a

plans have been in the pipeline for several

subjected to public debate first. The council

Majesty’s Theatre and theatre in general in

year would be close to the mark.

months and a final decision is imminent.

chose yesterday not to comment on the

Ballarat—feel about the proposals.

Former board chairwoman and councillor

matter, suggesting the plans were operational

‘The City of Ballarat may well have

Last year the Society paid $30 000 to use
Her Majesty’s Theatre from July to November,

Mr Rocchiccioli’s salary has not been

on the proposal, but the Courier believes the

and lost $27 451. RSSS president Don
Rickerby said overall expenses escalated by
$51 000, the biggest increase in some years.

The first stage of the $5 million

‘The Society’s main income is derived

redevelopment of the Ballarat Mechanics’

reopened after a five-year facelift upgraded

Catherine Laffey said she was ‘gobsmacked’

issues and not for public discussion. The

compelling reasons for wanting to restrict

Institute in Sturt Street was officially opened

it to 5-star status.

when she learned of the plans.

public may well think otherwise.

access to the theatre. It is unlikely such

on 2 April—but there was no news on further

options would be put on the table unless

government funding for the project’s second

there was good reason.

stage (see On Stage, Summer 2007).

A concerned resident, who asked not be

‘My initial reaction was one of considerable

‘Her Majesty’s Theatre is one of the most

named, told the Courier the implications of

surprise because this is a community

highly regarded of its kind in the country

the plans were huge.

facility,’ Cr. Laffey said. ‘This has been paid

and is a proud part of our city heritage. It is

for in part by ratepayers. It was always seen

central to our city’s arts environment, and, if

with the public so that an informed debate

in funding through the state government’s

as a community facility and I’m just wondering

we are to foster a greater interest in the arts

can happen and we get the best possible

Regional Development Infrastructure Fund.

across the city, we need to be ensuring

result for our beautiful theatre.’

Works completed include removing and

‘Theatres are living, breathing people
places, so we are concerned that if the place

‘Even so, these reasons need to be shared

While the controversy over the theatre
the appointment of show business identity

wiring, plumbing and the renewal of

Roland Rocchiccioli as Ballarat Council’s

amenities and fire services.

artistic and creative director.

and sponsorship,’ Rickerby said. ‘There was
a decline in sponsorship last year.’
Board members and a team of 200
each year in planning and staging the event.

replacing the asbestos roof, installing a lift to
serve the building’s upper levels, electrical

from audience admission, competition fees

volunteers contribute over 10 000 hours

The project has so far received $1.5m

continues, questions are being asked about

Meanwhile, an increase in fees to use Her

South Street competitions generate over
$15m for the Ballarat economy Rickerby
pointed out , so the board would welcome
additional or new sponsorship from the many
local businesses that benefit from the event.
On Stage thanks the Ballarat Courier, Frank
Puls, John (‘Ditchy’) Ditchborn, Angela

The next stage would see the building
completed, with five interior spaces to be

Carey and several other Ballarat-based VTT

than 40 years in theatre behind him,

refurbished, including the auditorium.

members for assistance with this report.

Mr Rocchiccioli will work to bring international

Regional and Rural Development Minister

A council media release says: ‘With more

n

Eastern Arcade façade to stay

F

ollowing submissions from the

Group. Ascott Group is the serviced

Victoria Theatres Trust preservation

apartment arm of CapitaLand, one of

sub-committee and a number of

Asia’s biggest real estate companies and a

individual VTT members, the City of

The hotel—to be called Citadines

neo-Mogul style façade of the 1872 Eastern

Melbourne on Bourke—will be the first of

Arcade property must be incorporated into

its chain in Australia.

any development on the site (see On Stage,
The Queensland-based Devine group
bought the 2000m2 site at 131–135 Bourke

Her Majesty’s, Ballarat

ON STAGE

The transaction leaves Devine in an
enviable position: it bought the property
for $18m in March 2007.
Less than a year later it sold it to Ascott

Street in March 2007, hoping to build a

for a handsome $136m. That’s a profit of

398-room hotel on the site. Devine has now

655 per cent.

sold the property to Singapore’s Ascott
Page 6

53per cent shareholder in Australand.

Melbourne has decreed that the significant

Summer 2008).

The Grand Old Lady of Lydiard Street:

Major preservation win for VTT

Autumn 2008

We should all be so lucky!

n
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It didn’t always close on Saturday night

I

Peter Pinne continues his story of intimate revue in Australia in the ’50s and ’60s
with the second installment of his coverage of the scene in Adelaide.
company generated enough hot air to get

on the success of previous shows, and even

the Flinders Street Revue Company

the show successfully off the ground.’

the critics were now saying the company

safety net of the Festival of Arts audience.

Although new faces, Anthony, Lawrence

had matured considerably. Lois Ramsey

and Churchill Brown were welcomed to the

was again on hand to lead the cast, supported

group, once again it was Lois Ramsey who

by Ray Wheeler, Daphne Kirkland,

Pennington Terrace, North Adelaide, on

received the major credit for the show’s

Michael Johnston, Rosie Doran, Wayne

16 March 1962, with a cast that included

success: ‘I doubt that her “Mavis

Anthoney [Anthony], Meredith Bowman,

Lois Ramsey, Carmel Millhouse, Desi

Crockett”—a scathing piece of telephone

and Neil Hume. Direction was by Alan

Moore, Phyl Skinner, Wendy Patten, Kay

backchat—could be bettered.’

Babbage, choreography by Judith Kilroy,

On the Fringe opened at Pennington Hall,

the theatre. It covered everything from Greek

Sake, Adelaide Repertory Theatre Inc.

patches of a Chaplinesque quality… Who

drama to the era of British kitchen sink.

decided to mount another revue the

could think of a fish-and-chip shop proprietor

t was to be a little over a year before
tried again, and this time they had the

which he appeared as solo artist, he showed

Garrick, J.C.Brown, David Whitfield, Les

following year at the Arts Theatre, but this

than ‘a light piece of parochial entertainment’

time with more bite. Television was their

made it possible.’

(The Advertiser), with the best pieces being a

target, and the show was On the Blink

Restoration comedy ‘’Tis A Faucy Faga!’

(13 October 1965). Harold Tidemann in The

out of the Festival’s highbrow activities.

with Skinner, O’Brien, George and McCarron,

Advertiser called it ‘sparkling’, a ‘romp’, a

The opening, ‘Festivals And Fringes’

and ‘The Fabulous Thirties—From

‘smash hit’ and ‘the best show of its kind

(Barratt– Narroway), musically apologised

Depression To Dietrich In Ten Easy Years’,

ever presented by the Repertory’. Phyl

for the ‘lowbrow’ fringe activities, and the

with Linkson and Menz.

Skinner again headed the cast which this

As always, the revue took the stuffing

closing, ‘Hey Nonny’ (Barratt–Narroway),

Buoyed by their success with For Art’s

time numbered 24: Morna Jones, Pat Woods,

pandered to the establishment by claiming

Judy Menz, Pam Schultz, Julie Allen, Geraldine

the show was ‘an absolute must for the upper

Rowett, Maxine Dumbrill, Diana Pawson,

crust’. The show played Pennington Hall.

Jenny Chard, Harry Munn, Peter
Goerecke, Michael Noblet, Roger Dick,

Dolphin, Ian Clutterham and Chris Viner

Paul Linkson, Tony Haslam, Frank Gargaro,

Smith. Direction and choreography were by

Graham Purcell, Bill Mathews and Clive

Alan Babbage, assisted by Ruth Barratt, with

Cottell, with four models, Toni, Dianne,

musical direction by Joan Pitchford. Original

Denise and Julie. Music and lyrics were

music was by Peter Narroway, lyrics by

provided by the ever-dependable Dave

Ruth Barratt, and sketches by Bronte

Dallwitz, choreography by Geraldine Rowell,

Gallagher, Delma Droogan, Pauline Thiem,

and direction by Harold Minear. The four

Beverley Roberts, and Ramsey and Barratt.

writers from the previous show, Betty Quin,

The Advertiser review said the show ‘took

Ron Peterson, Leo Heffernan, and Harold

the stuffing out of the culture cult in a

Minear, were augmented with Michael Noblet,

thoroughly good-humoured way’. Subjects

while Rosemary Burden provided some

lampooned included popular television

additional lyrics.

programs (‘Mother Knows Best’), newspapers

According to Tidemann, ‘It pounded

(‘Letters To The Editor’), the First Lady in

television non-stop until there was nothing

the White House (‘White House Whispers’),

left, from Mavis Bramston to Mating Game…

South Australian elections, leading citizens,

There were plenty of topical stings in “The

and America’s orbital space flight. They

Minute News”, very skillfully handled by

thought Lois Ramsey was a ‘skilful revue

Peter Goerecke. ‘Compères, hosts and

artist’, and they also liked Millhouse, Moore,
Skinner, Whitford and Clutterham. The

From left: Lois Ramsey in On the Fringe ‘68; Penny Ramsey in On the Fringe ‘66; musician and

company had obviously returned to form.

lyricist ‘the ever-dependable’ Dave Dallwitz; program covers from 1964 and 1965.

On the strength of the success of On the
Fringe, the company decided to produce a
revue the following year. Going Up? opened

Critically it was seen as nothing more

wanting to star in Henry V? Mr Wheeler

Other subjects in line for satire were the

with Claire Chittleborough on piano.

on 12 June 1963 at the Delphic Reception

grip of television in suburbia (‘Square-Eyed

Peter Narroway, John Drake and

Hall, 25a Hanson Street, with a cast headed

Lament’), the infiltration of Little Europe

Jeremy Wesley Smith, wrote the music, and

by Lois Ramsey, Desi Moore, Sue Lawrence,

into Hindley Street (‘New Australian Nights’),

Ruth Barratt, Nan Whitcomb, Stephen

Rosemary Doran, Vonni Reece, Wayne

takeover bids by monopolies (‘Take-Over’),

Ramsey, Lois Ramsey and Wayne

Anthony, Michael Johnston, John Churchill

and the city’s controversy for and against

Anthoney handled the scripts.

sponsors were slaughtered with satire.
Later in the year, the Adelaide Repertory

Skinner was ‘Mavis’, Jones ‘Lily Munster’

Theatre Inc., whose home was at the Arts

and Woods the ‘It’ girl, and all three of

Theatre in Angas Street, briefly had a stab

them together were ‘chars’ hilariously

at revue with For Art’s Sake (12 November
1964), a show devised by Betty Quin, Ron

mopping up the ‘Midday Movies’.
One number, ‘Terrible ABC’ (Peterson),

Peterson, Len Heffernan and Harold

allowed Menz, Goerecke and Haslam to

Minear. Phyl Skinner headed a cast of 21,

poke fun at the national broadcaster’s non-

which included Morna Jones, Glenys O’Brien,

commercial entertainment, while a funny

Pat Woods, Judy Menz, Geanette Benger,

Western burlesque, ‘Saga’, was an ensemble

Pam Mansel, Diana Pawson, June Wright,

highlight. The year 1966 brought forth

Flinders Street revue is the indomitable Lois

Carol Powell, Geraldine Rowett, Harry Munn,

another Festival and another ‘fringe’ revue

a delicious swipe at Bunty Turner’s Eliza in

Ramsey. She appeared as a World War I “digger”; in

Murray George, Paul Linkson, Frank

by the Flinders Street Revue Company at

the recent J.C.Williamson production of My

a Miss Australia skit; as Mrs Lew Hoad; as

McCarron, Brian Taylor, Jeff Booth,

Pennington Hall. On the Fringe ’66 (11 March

sketches and lyrics were by Ruth Barratt,

Fair Lady. The show played out its allotted

a man-hater; and as one of the Royal

Graham Dow, Trevor Barnes, Peter Van

1966) was another feather in the cap of the

Vida Swain, Delma Droogan, Pauline

two-week season, but audiences were hard

mothers-to-be’, said Pat Griffith in The

Nierop and Harold Minear. Minear also

indefatigable Lois Ramsey, who this time out

Thiem, and Ramsey and Babbage. Claire

to come by without the Festival to swell the

Advertiser. But the raves were not reserved

directed, assisted by Skinner. Irene Lapthorne,

was working on-stage with her daughter,

ranks of the theatre-going public.The

solely for Ramsey, but also for Ray Wheeler:

Mel Shanahan and Jack Clews were the

Penny, plus Ray Wheeler, Wayne

company therefore decided, wisely, to restrict

‘...last night [Mr. Wheeler] proved himself

three-piece musical group providing the

Anthoney, Meredith Bowman, Roger Taylor
and Andrew Murrell, and off-stage as

Brown, Alex Gilchrist (who doubled as the

fountains (‘Festivals And Fountains’). Churchill

choreographer) and Alan Babbage (who

Brown hit the jackpot with ‘Bunty Darling’,

also directed).
Peter Narroway was the composer, and

Chittleborough played piano.
The theme of the show was a plane trip

‘As always, the mastermind behind any

above Adelaide to get an objective birds-

their revue productions to a biennial event

to be a revue artist and scripter of no small

backing. The show, billed as ‘a sentimental

eye view of the local landscape. According

like the Festival.

stature. In “Henry”, which he wrote in

journey of theatre through the ages’, was

co-director with Wheeler, and co-writer with

collaboration with Peter Narroway, and in

produced as a fund-raiser to air-condition

Ruth Barratt,

to The Advertiser review by Pat Griffith: ‘The
Page 8

On the Fringe ’64 (5 March 1964) built
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A colonial entrepreneur

This was to be Lois
Ramsey’s final revue in
Adelaide. After convulsing
local audiences with
laughter for 11 shows, she
was now to do it on a
national scale.
She moved to Sydney
groundbreaking satirical
television series The Mavis
Bramston Show.

to; Jo Peoples (Performing
Arts Collection of South

Wearing so many hats was a big ask,
but Ramsey pulled it off to perfection. Pat
Griffith headlined The Advertiser review with
‘Biting Revue All Good Fun’, and went on
to say the show did not ‘send anyone away
feeling they had not had their full money’s
worth of laughs’.
Griffith praised the writers, saying this
year they came up with ‘some of the most
discursive and incisive sketches to come
from their barbed pens’. Subjects up for
ribald mockery were: the 21st birthday party
tradition (‘Native Customs’), the growing
cult of Ken and Barbie doll collectors (‘Toys
Will Be Toys’), Boeing aircraft travellers
(‘Up And Going’), effete ‘know-alls’ with a
veneer of culture in the theatre (‘Show
Biz’), and the spreading level of
hypochondriacs on all social levels (‘SickSick’). Griffith also liked Wheeler in ‘Our
Town’ (Stephen Ramsey), ‘a witty sketch
based on the Thornton Wilder original’, and
‘Expatriate’ (Barratt), ‘a biting comment on
the attitude of the pseudo-intellectual
Australian abroad towards his homeland’.
Original music was by Peter Narroway, and
Claire Chittleborough was on piano.
Two years later the company was
back at Pennington Hall for On the Fringe
Page 10

musical director was Peter Narroway who,
with Ramsey, also directed the piece. The
writing team was basically the same as the
previous year: Ruth Barratt, Nan Whitcomb,
Stephen and Lois Ramsey, plus J.S.Harry.
‘Good Fun In Revue’, headlined The
Advertiser, who also said that ‘The On the
Fringe revue has become as much a Festival
of Arts “institution” as some of the Festival
attitudes and “straight-laced” city attitudes it
seeks to send-up’. They thought it topical,
racy and humorous, and they loved Lois
Ramsey’s impersonation of Marlene
Dietrich who had just toured Australia with
her one-woman show.
Topics skewered were life after 40 (‘Life
Begins At Forty’), the latest in yoga (‘Pop
Yoga’), a David Frost-style report on
Aborigines (‘Frosty Report’), North Adelaide’s
Melbourne Street (‘Ye Olde Melbourne
Street’), the Jones Boy (‘The Jones Boy’), the
SA elections—plus several swipes at the Festival.
The show got off to a clever start with an
unofficial Festival opening ceremony
(‘Unofficially Opened’), because the state
Premier ‘was opening something else’, and
went out on a funny unofficial closing
ceremony (‘Unofficially Closed’).

Delaney, Jon Finlayson,
Harold Aspinall, Anne Stapleton, Grahame
Bond, Brian Seidel, Peter Wylie Johnston and
Frank Van Straten.

capacity audience applauded enthusiastically

George Beatty and John Baylee. Both were

as the curtain rose to reveal all the actors,

licensees of Gloucester Street pubs which

richly dressed in 18th century costumes,

gained significant business from their

grouped against a magnificent garden
backdrop. There were cheers as Hoskins
declaimed the specially written opening
address. The performance of School for
Scandal which followed was not perfect —

On 21 March 1876 the existing

the modern technical facilities and

theatre went up for auction. After

different acoustic would take time to

spirited bidding it was knocked down

master—but few complained.
Compared with its barn-like

anticipated public investment was not

Penny Ramsey, Rod

Hume and Tony Strutton. Composer–

Opening night was a gala occasion. A

partnership with the theatrically inclined

to the trio for £900. But the

Australia), Lois Ramsey,

Barclay, and her son Stephen.

backstage level.

through public investment.

preparation of this article

Desi Moore, Margaret Brice, Anna Rys, Neil

rooms had been built on the upper

progress had been made. Tired

new building and raise further funds

Special thanks in the

and Ray Wheeler (both given top billing),

agitation for a new theatre, no

three men agreed to put money into a

edition of On Stage.

Nan Whitcomb, Delma Droogan, Kevin

properties and flats. Several bright dressing

proximity to the Theatre Royal. The

To be continued in the next

’68 (7 March 1968). It starred Lois Ramsey

D

espite Hoskins’ widespread

of public apathy, Hoskins formed a

for a stint in ATN-7’s

The Arts Theatre today

Adrienne Simpson concludes her saga of the all-but-forgotten colonial entrepreneur William Hoskins
in the centenary year of the third Christchurch Theatre Royal.

n

Gus
goss

predecessor, the new Theatre Royal

forthcoming. As Baylee commented,

seemed a palace. Its horseshoe interior,

bitterly, the people of Christchurch

crowned by a central dome, glittered

‘while very willing and anxious to see a

crimson and gilt in the glow of 500

new theatre built had no intention

gaslights. The stage, said to be the largest

whatever of coming forward to assist in
carrying the project out’.1 Undeterred, the

in the country, could be seen perfectly by

partners pushed ahead. By the time drama

pillars and even the pit seats were tiered.

everyone because there were no obstructive

returned to the old Theatre Royal on 22

Something about Bangarra
Dance Theatre’s latest
offering, Mathinna, rang a
nostalgic bell for VTT
members Marie Cumisky
and Jean Stewart. Stephen Page’s new
ballet is based on the true story of a young
Aboriginal girl born on Tasmania’s
Flinders Island in 1835, adopted into the
household of Governor Sir John and Lady
Franklin, sent to the Queen’s Orphan
School and ultimately abandoned with her
people at Oyster Cove.
But there was an earlier Mathinna.
Marie should know—she danced the title
role! It was a Ballet Guild production,
choreographed by Laurel Martyn.
Laurel’s second Australian ballet, it was
set to a score commissioned from
composer Esther Rofe. Mathinna premièred
on 13 March 1954 and remained in the
Ballet Guild’s repertoire for several years—
with Jean Stewart as stage manager.
-Gus, the theatre cat n

May 1876, plans were already being drawn

comfortable for patrons, as did the well-lit

up for the new Theatre Royal that would

cloakrooms, refreshment room and separate

supersede it.

sitting room for the ladies. Altogether,
and new foundations laid. The previous

Christchurch could congratulate itself on

artists to help close the old building with a

fixtures and fittings had been auctioned off

having acquired ‘One of the prettiest and

flourish. George Darrell was a theatrical

and the manufacture of new seating and

most comfortable theatres in New Zealand’.2

jack-of-all-trades: actor, manager, playwright

stage machinery was well under way.

Hoskins engaged two respected guest

To celebrate, Hoskins augmented his

By 7 October a team of plasterers was

already strong company, bringing its numbers

Fanny Cathcart, was one of the finest

hard at work, finishing the interior. Three

to 35. He also lined up a succession of quality

performers in Australasia. They opened in

weeks later, Hoskins advertised that the

guest artists. Three were particularly

one of Darrell’s own plays, Under the Ban.

building’s grand opening would take place

noteworthy. The first, Alfred Dampier, was

Thereafter, familiar favourites such as

on Saturday 4 November 1876.

the best of the younger colonial tragedians.

and accomplished self-publicist. His wife,

London Assurance and Lytton’s The Lady of

The entire project had been completed

He epitomised the modern, more restrained

Lyons alternated with Shakespeare. Romeo

in less than four months. During that period,

style of acting and his fine stage presence,

and Juliet, Richard III, Macbeth, Othello,

Hoskins and his company kept drama in

melodious voice and pleasant personality

Hamlet, As You Like It, and a truncated

the public mind by giving performances at

made him popular wherever he performed.

version of The Taming of the Shrew entitled

the Oddfellows’ Hall.

Dampier joined the Hoskins company for

Katherine and Petruchio, were all put on over

Designed by a local architect, A.V.Simpson,

three weeks, from 27 November to 16

the new theatre’s Corinthian-style frontage

December 1876. His stay featured a round

was of wood, elegantly painted and corniced

of Shakespeare plays in which he impressed

Knowles’ The Hunchback, closed the short

to look like stone. The sides were brick and

as Hamlet and the melancholy Jaques, but

season on 19 June 1876. Next day, the

the roof corrugated iron, except over the

divided public opinion with his Macbeth,

contract for the new theatre was signed and

stage where slates were used to help throw

which some found too unconventional.

the demolition men and builders moved in.

the actors’ voices into the auditorium.

the next few weeks.
A popular melodrama, Sheridan

Work proceeded with astonishing
speed. By 6 July the site had been cleared
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He also played a few of the higher flown

Behind the stage was a large scene painter’s

melodramas and his own adaptations of

room and plenty of storage space for

novels such as Dickens’ David Copperfield. *
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These went down very well.

other attractions on 23 May 1877. By the

in the role of Prospero, displayed unexpected

The next guest, Joseph K. Emmet,

time it resumed, on 25 June, Hoskins had

passion and the rest of the cast performed

Hoskins faced and admired his ‘strong faith

presenting a repetitive diet of old melodramas

Christchurch witnessed two remarkable

specialised in dialect comedy. He had taken

persuaded J.B.Steele to rejoin the company.

well above expectations.

in, and constant presentation of the legitimate

and farces at the nearby music hall, now

theatrical events: between 20 January and

New York, London and, more recently,

This enabled him to mount longer runs of

‘Playgoers are deeply indebted to Mr

drama… when he must have known that

grandly renamed the Gaiety Theatre.

1 February 1879 George Darrell hired the

Melbourne, by storm with his play Fritz: Our

more ambitious plays. The most significant

Hoskins’, said the Press, ‘for the opportunity of

Cousin German. The sketchy plot concerned

of these was The Tempest, performed for the

witnessing this most beautiful and poetical

the more modern, so-called “sensation”
pieces would have paid him better’.5

the Theatre Royal, in September 1878, only

featuring the handsome, showy George

first time in New Zealand on 12 July 1877.

conception of Shakespeare in a style worthy
of it’.4

his company’s superior ensemble and the

Rignold in Henry V. He was supported—

came perilously near succumbing to the

judicious introduction of attractive novelties

according to advertisements—by ‘Thirty

lowest common denominator when

kept him ahead.

artists…specially engaged from the Theatres

the trials of a German immigrant in New
York, who loses and eventually rediscovers

The Tempest ran for nine nights, which

his sister. Fritz’s imperfections as a play

The critics appreciated the difficulties

In fact, during the winter of 1878 Hoskins

to face competition from touring troupes

When the next drama season opened at

In Hoskins and Colville’s absence,

Theatre Royal for a blockbuster season

scarcely mattered. Emmet was one of those

was unprecedented for a Shakespeare play

Colville was absent performing across the

rare performers with a knack of appealing

in Christchurch. This encouraged Hoskins

Tasman. Lack of a strong female lead, weeks

Boucicault’s sporting melodrama The Flying

chief theatres of New Zealand, as well as 70

powerfully to an audience’s emotions and

to risk another Shakespearian première.

of dreadful weather and a dearth of guest

Scud on 9 November 1878. Appropriately,

auxiliaries and ‘three magnificently

the piece was merely a vehicle to display

His choice was Henry IV, with himself as

artists, left the company struggling and

for a play set around the running of the

caparisoned horses’.

his versatile musical talents and skilful

Falstaff, Steele in a suitably showy role as

forced Hoskins to introduce burlesques into

UK Epsom Derby, it débuted during

impersonations. He charmed Christchurch

Hotspur and one of the company’s rising

his repertoire in an attempt to reach a

Christchurch’s Race Week. The piece was

antithesis of Hoskins’; scenes that did not

playgoers with his droll humour and the

young actors, Joe Graham, as Prince Hal.

wider audience.

staged with great panache and crowds

involve the main character were cut and

sweet pathos of his songs.

This, too, did well, but Hoskins did not

flocked to see it.

newly written scenes interpolated to

The forthright Press critic reacted

His biggest success was the première of

Royal [of] Melbourne and Sydney and the

Rignold’s way with Shakespeare was the

push his luck. After a week he reverted to

strongly. Nettled, Hoskins withdrew his

1876, and was then replaced by Emmet’s

more orthodox and popular fare. It was

advertising, with the result that the Press and

appearances to concentrate on management.

Audiences were overwhelmed with huge

only other play, Jan: the New German.

the only way to replenish the company’s

its associated papers ignored the company

Colville, too, performed less frequently and

set-piece tableaux which featured dozens of

This was the mixture as before but with

coffers and retain those patrons who preferred

for the rest of the season. Colville’s return,

usually played older women rather than

extras (plus hundreds more painted in careful

an alpine setting which allowed scope for

comedy and melodrama to the classics.

on 22 July, came just in time to avert disaster.

youthful heroines.

perspective on backdrops). Sumptuous

Fritz ran 10 nights, from 26 December

When the new Theatre Royal opened,

some attractive mountain scenery and a

She was in dazzling form. A revival of

Hoskins was now rationing his stage

News that the couple planned to retire

Hoskins had promised playgoers the best

Pygmalion and Galatea and a scintillating She

came as no surprise. When the shorter-than-

in drama. Over the ensuing seasons he

Stoops to Conquer showed audiences what

usual season ended on 25 November 1878,

heart was Mrs Scott-Siddons, a

generally kept this promise, but it was a

they had been missing.

they headed north to begin a farewell tour

granddaughter of the great Sarah Siddons.

difficult balancing act. Christchurch was

She came for two weeks (26 February to

not really large enough to sustain a permanent

the public demonstrated its affection for Hoskins

Entertainment’. For the first time in years,

10 March 1877), and returned a month

company. Financial margins were slim and

by turning out in such force for his benefit

the Theatre Royal was left without a

later for a further fortnight. Both times

an unpopular play or a prolonged spell of bad

on 13 August 1878 that places in the circle

permanent manager or a resident, professional

she brought her own leading man,

weather could swiftly turn profit into loss.

had to be auctioned off to the highest bidder.

drama company.

few interpolated clog dances.
The guest closest to Hoskins’ own

Visiting artists with the pulling power of

former company favourite J.B.Steele.

Fences were mended with the Press and

averaged 55 years, the now 62-year-old

her intellectual approach was not to

available and Hoskins often had to fall back

Hoskins had reached veteran status. A long

everyone’s taste. Sometimes reviewers

on guests of lesser calibre. Some proved

spell of ill health in 1877 had aged him and

found her delivery too studied; at other

disappointing: tragedienne, Ada Ward,

the difficult 1878 winter season took further

times she sprang to life, startling audiences

elected to don male attire and play Romeo

toll. To compound his problems he began

with ‘passages of rare excellence and

when she visited in December 1877.

particularly fine and relished the way she
and Hoskins struck sparks off each other as

Christchurch’s second Theatre Royal,

performance. Such disasters were fortunately

Beatrice and Benedick.

4 November 1876.

rare.

is the Palace Hotel, run by George Beatty.
Picture courtesy Peter Downes.

the stage during her penultimate

No expense had been spared. There

preferred to rely on his company’s own

magnificently to the demands of the final

were 10 new backdrops, specially arranged

resources and maintain public interest by

scene. Steele excelled himself as the Moor,

music, and dozens of extras.

introducing new repertoire.

The opening scene—in which a crowded,

Christchurch was regularly treated to the

chillingly effective Iago. Scott-Siddons was

storm-tossed boat sank beneath the waves to

latest London successes. There were even

past her prime when she visited Christchurch,

the accompaniment of rolling thunder and

occasional New Zealand plays such as journalist

but she was still capable of giving her

lightning flashes—brought gasps from the

J.J.Utting’s Check and Countercheck on 5 February

audiences a taste of London theatrical magic.

packed auditorium. Apart from the Ariel,

1877, or Joe Graham’s Quits, or Life for Life

whose singing was barely adequate, the

on 5 August 1878. These attracted audiences

acting lived up to the staging. Hoskins, cast

because they were by local authors, but did not
survive long in the repertoire.
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Hoskins, Beatty and Baylee in 1876. At the left

If no adequate guest was available, Hoskins

The climax of her second visit was a

Theatre Royal temporarily gave way to

Christchurch’s second Theatre Royal, built by

Ward to launch an anti-press tirade from
Press advertisement for the opening night of

The inaugural drama season at the new

*

string of lukewarm reviews prompted

critics thought her Lady Macbeth

Colville was a spirited Emilia and Hoskins a

added to the impact.

The critics did not approve and a

beauty…most truthfully and vividly
pourtrayed [sic]’.3 The Christchurch

memorable Othello. As Desdemona, she rose

costumes and brilliantly staged sword fights

At a time when male life expectancy

a Dampier or Scott-Siddons were seldom

Shakespeare was Siddons’ passion but

of the country with their ‘Drawing Room

showcase the star.
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weak points of Christchurch municipal,
hospital, and legal management’.6 A

the taste for drama in Christchurch’, wrote

delivery was a reversion to an outdated style
of acting, but he drew the public because he

specially painted scene of the capital,

given during Hoskins’ early years at the

was so spectacularly presented. Everything

Wellington, by night was much admired

Theatre Royal were ‘fine enough not to have

for the Rignold season was imported:

but the loudest applause was reserved for

disgraced the London stage’. For years, people

costumes, scenery, props, artists, even the

three actors made up to look like cabinet

nostalgically remembered how ‘…he and

stage manager and other specialised staff. It

ministers of the day.

his brilliant young wife, Florence Colville,

Rignold’s full-blown, melodramatic

was the same for Darrell’s other big-name

The Happy Land apart, the 1880 season

gave the stage in Christchurch a charm and

signing, William Creswick, who played at the

was generally a struggle. Hoskins did not

an attractiveness which will never be

Theatre Royal between 24 March and 19 April

have the resources to mount the kind of

forgotten by those who attended the theatre

1879 in a program which featured Sheridan

repertoire he favoured. Patrons caught

in those days’.

Knowles’ Virginius, the Christchurch première

glimpses of the Theatre Royal’s more glorious

of Massinger’s A New Way to Pay Old Debts

days when he and Colville took the stage

those who had seen him perform thinned

and several Shakespeare plays including

but the troupe was plagued by personnel

and Hoskins’ name eventually vanished

Macbeth and Othello.

changes, bad weather and competition from

from public recollection. Even the Theatre

the Gaiety—and there was a sad inevitability

Royal he helped bring into being disappeared,

about its decline.

replaced in 1908 by the third Christchurch

Creswick and Hoskins had started with
Phelps in the same year, but Creswick’s forte
had been as a tragedian. Famous in his day,

Financial times were hard in New Zealand

But memories faded as the ranks of

theatre to bear that name.
As the city prepares to celebrate the

tended to pose, soliciting applause, rather

recession. Many companies went the wall.

centenary of its current Theatre Royal,

than perform naturally. Although his

Hoskins eventually bowed to the inevitable

playgoers may care to raise a glass to the

Australasian tour was a triumph, Christchurch

and rang down the curtain on 5 June 1880.

man who played such an important role in

had seen some excellent tragedians under

It was a melancholy end to what had

the history of its two predecessors. He was,

Hoskins’ management and the critics were

been a remarkable period in New Zealand’s

as one contemporary recalled, ‘a hard-working,

not overly impressed.

theatrical history. Decades would pass

painstaking and conscientious actor, a

before resident professional theatre became

loving and diligent student of Shakespeare,
and, above all, an honourable man.’7

the move from stock companies, with their

firmly established in Christchurch again.

long seasons and large repertoires, to

the mayor and councillors, Hoskins and

This article is a longer version of a chapter

imported ‘star’ companies making short

Colville said goodbye to their many friends

which the author has contributed to a recently

visits with a limited number of plays.

in Christchurch and set out on a proposed

published book honouring the centenary of

Australian farewell tour. In Melbourne

the current Christchurch Theatre Royal.

Colville died unexpectedly on 27 January 1881.

A full review of the book will appear in
the next issue of On Stage. Further details

After their farewell tour, Hoskins and
Colville settled quietly in Christchurch. They
occasionally took part in charity events and

Hoskins went on the road, working for

were twice tempted out of retirement for guest

other managers. Later that year, he briefly

from Friends of the Theatre Royal Inc.,

appearances with visiting performers. Each

returned to Christchurch with the touring

c/-135 Grahams Road, Christchurch 8053, or

time, they were greeted with immense warmth.

Louise Pomeroy Company. He subsequently

gcreighton@inet.net.nz. RRP $NZ50, plus

Perhaps prompted by this, Hoskins decided on one

married a young member of that company

$NZ16 postage outside New Zealand.

last throw of the managerial dice.

and settled in Melbourne, where he retired

He put together a company that included

from the stage and taught elocution. He

some of his former players and on 14 February

died on 28 September 1886, leaving a

1880 embarked on a new drama season at

penniless widow and two-year-old son.
Melbourne’s theatre community rallied

2. Press, 6 November 1872, p 2.

to help them. A benefit concert raised the

3. Press, 27 February 1877, p 2.

light but again pleased the critics with his

vast sum of £500 and England’s leading

4. Press, 13 July 1877, p 3.

attention to detail in matters of staging.

actor, Henry Irving, who owed his start in

5. Lyttelton Times, 14 July 1877, p 2.

the theatre to Hoskins, sent a cheque for £100.

6. Lyttelton Times, 23 February 1880, p 5.

Tributes to Hoskins appeared in Britain

Camelot. He had previously designed the

and revues, including The Street Singer (1929),

Australian and West End stage productions

George White’s Scandals (1929) and the

of this much-loved Lerner and Loewe musical.

Sigmund Romberg musical Nina Rosa (1930).

But Truscott was not the first Australian
to win an Oscar. He was the fourth.

Orry-Kelly went to Hollywood in 1931.
Jack Warner promised him a job in the
studio’s costume department if he could

THE JOHN TRUSCOTT
DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.
An enduring tribute to the aspirations and
achievements of John Truscott, the foundation
is dedicated to uphold, encourage and promote
creative design at the highest level.
For further information, contact
The John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.,
PO Box69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3003.
email: mdc@soundhouse.com.au

his documentary Kokoda Front Line (1942);

please leading ladies Kay Francis and Ruth

nine years later he was followed by Robert

Chatterton. For Orry-Kelly, this was

Krasker for his cinematography on The

‘money in the bank’. He was Warners’ chief

in gingham for Oklahoma!, Rosalind Russell

Third Man (1951), then Orry-Kelly for his

designer from 1932 until 1943.

in everything for Auntie Mame, and Marilyn

work on An American in Paris (1952), Les Girls
(1958) and Some Like it Hot (1959).

After stints at 20th Century-Fox (194347) and Universal (1947-50), he worked as a

Hot. His other credits include 42nd Street,

freelance costume designer.

The Maltese Falcon, Casablanca, Arsenic and

His creations for Bette Davis were

enormous—from So Big in 1932 to Irma la Douce

legendary. As a former actor, he understood

in 1963, he worked on nearly 300 films.

Davis’s theory that costumes could play a

Orry-Kelly was the professional name

Monroe in barely anything for Some Like It

Old Lace, Harvey, Gypsy and Sweet Bird of
Youth.
He returned to Broadway to design

significant part in defining a character’s

Bette Davis’ gowns for The World of Carl

of Orry George Kelly, born in Kiama,

image. At times Orry-Kelly virtually resculpted

Sandburg (1960) and Carol Channing’s for

NSW, on 31 December 1897. He grew up

her body to achieve the desired effect.

Show Girl (1961).

in Sydney, where he studied singing and

Their collaborations included Jezebel, Dark

art, while he worked as a tailor’s apprentice

Victory, The Little Foxes and Now, Voyager.

and window dresser. He immigrated to the

Orry-Kelly’s unpretentiousness suited

United States in 1923, hoping to make a

Warner’s gritty gangster features. He’d take

career as an actor.

a well-heeled moll and wrap her in garments

In New York he shared an apartment
with two other young hopefuls, Charlie

as beautiful as chinchilla furs.
But Orry-Kelly’s style didn’t suit everyone.

A chronic alcoholic, Orry-Kelly died of
liver cancer in Hollywood on 27 February
1964. He is interred at Forest Lawn
Memorial Park.
The John Truscott Design Foundation
Inc is exploring opportunities to recognise
our Academy Award winners, and welcomes

Spangles and Cary Grant. He worked as

The studio delegated Busby Berkeley

waiter, clerk, and bit-part actor, eventually

production numbers to Milo Anderson, who

landing a commission to paint murals for a

also designed most of the Olivia de Havilland

The John Truscott Foundation Inc.

nightclub. This led to a job creating titles

pictures. And when Orry-Kelly worked at

congratulates the Melbourne lighting

cards for Fox Films’ East Coast studios.

Fox in the 1940s, he was never comfortable

designer team Bluebottle 3 on receiving the

with Betty Grable’s glitzy extravaganzas.

John Truscott Design Foundation Award at

Freelancing in the 1950s widened Orry-

suggestions on this subject.

this year's Green Room Awards (see page 25).

and right with Judy Garland at Ethel Barrymore’s

Kelly’s range. He put Katharine Hepburn

A profile of Bluebottle 3 will be featured in

70th birthday celebration in 1949.

in sportswear for Pat and Mike, Shirley Jones

the next issue of On Stage.

n

7. Quotes: The Age (Melbourne)

started life in England as a lampoon of the

and USA as well as throughout Australasia.

29 September 1886, p 12; Dover

Gladstone ministry. A localised version in

‘His career has been a series of grand

Robertson, ‘The Australasian Drama’ in

Melbourne had been effectively banned by

dramatic achievements, alternated with the

The Theatre (London, 1887), p 25;

the Victorian government in January 1880.

most crushing reverses… but whether

Cyclopedia of New Zealand, Vol. 3—

Hoskins’ version, set in ‘Zealandia’, had no

successful or otherwise he was always the

Canterbury (Christchurch, 1903), p 226;

such problems. Audiences loved it—

recipient of public esteem’ wrote one critic.

and Daily Telegraph (Melbourne), 18

especially the passages which exposed ‘the

‘He did an immense amount to cultivate

December 1884, p 6, respectively.
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to work on many other Broadway musicals

1. Press, 29 April 1876, p 2.

had changed, he deliberately kept his programs

His biggest success was an outrageous

work on the Warner Brothers’ film of

Left: Orry-Kelly with Kay Francis at Warner Bros,

References:

the Theatre Royal. Accepting that public taste

political satire, The Happy Land. This had

Shubert revue, Padlocks of 1927. He went on

specialising in costumes, and his output was

After a benefit concert presided over by

His first Broadway designs were for a

Truscott won two Academy Awards for his

Like Truscott, Orry-Kelly was a designer.

that year, as the country headed into

heralded a major change in colonial theatre:

In 1968 Melbourne-born designer John

Our first winner was Damien Parer for

his acting style now belonged to the past. He

But both Creswick’s tour, and Rignold’s,

The design genius of Orry-Kelly

another, adding that some of the performances

n
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T

Victorian-Edwardian British theatre

Technologies was awarded the contract to

finished vinyl flooring which had to be

architect Frank Matcham was the

supply, install and commission the complete

co-ordinated with all the stage machinery

inspiration for the design of the superb Royal

stage rigging and engineering package for

contained within it.

Court Theatre, the glittering jewel in the

both the Queen Victoria’s Royal Court

crown of Cunard’s new 90 000-tonne

Theatre and for its equally opulent Queen’s

winches and Stage Technologies’ TanJent

superliner Queen Victoria.

Room ballroom.

guidance system, which was developed

he work of the legendary

Matcham: alive on the ocean wave
In the theatre aboard Cunard’s new cruise liner Queen Victoria Frank Van Straten finds
the work of the legendary theatre designer Frank Matcham is alive and thriving.

Queen Victoria was built by the Italian

In early 2006 London-based Stage

Stage Technologies has equipped the

was the complete stage floor structure and

The flying system features BigTow2-290

specifically for cruise ships.

shipbuilders Fincantieri in their Marghera

Royal Court’s stage with sophisticated

All this had to be integrated with the

ship yard near Venice. Launched in December

automated equipment, including over-stage

Queen Victoria’s complex audio and video

2007, she has just completed her maiden

and front-of-house motorised lighting trusses,

requirements, which were supplied by

world voyage.

two stage lifts with two-part sliding lids, two

US-based Nautilus Entertainment Design

‘We looked at several theatres and were

storage lifts, 18 flybars, six Serapid stage

Inc.

inspired by the spectacular spaces designed

tracks, curtain tracks, safety curtain, and

by Matcham. His dramatic multi-tiered

roll-down projection screen.

spaces made him one of the most prolific

The control system includes Maxis ID

This was the first stage rigging contract
awarded by the Marghera shipyard to Stage
Technologies. Though the equipment is

theatrical architects of all time,’ said Queen

drives, an Acrobat control console and a

very similar to that installed by Stage

Victoria’s co-ordinating architect Giacomo

number of Solo hand-held controllers. Also

Technologies earlier in 2007 onboard

Mortola. ‘In every sense, the Royal Court

included within the scope of the contract

Theatre captures that same feeling of
grandeur and luxury.’
‘From the moment of arrival, guests will

*

Left: A full house in the Queen Victoria’s Royal Court Theatre.
Below: The Acrobat lighting and sound control console at the rear of the upper level.

be awed by the sheer magnificence of the
space,’ says Martin Lilly, Cunard’s director
of creative entertainment. ‘The ambience is
very much that of a 19th century theatre,
with rich brocade fabric dressing the walls,
a deep red velvet curtain, private boxes
featuring an ornate frieze of gold leaf, and
murals framing the walls above the stage.
‘It is everything the Cunard guest would
expect.’
The walls of the theatre’s access
passageways are lined with original London
theatre programs, posters, photographs and
sheet music.
One of the 850-seat theatre’s most
distinguishing features is its 16 private
boxes—the first-ever at sea. These line the
auditorium and give 48 lucky guests private
seating from which to enjoy the performances.
Accommodating from two to eight, the boxes
are furnished with graceful armchairs and
cocktail tables. Champagne and savouries
are served by white-gloved theatre ushers.
The Royal Court is indeed a fitting
visual tribute to Matcham, whose vast
output comprised more than 80 theatres
and influenced theatre design for several
decades. His notable London landmarks
include the Coliseum built in 1904 (and
now the home of the English National
Opera), the London Palladium, the Victoria
Pictures: Frank Van Straten
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spectacular production shows that it excels.
From concept to curtain, Cunard spent nearly
two years crafting sophisticated shows with
a striking balance of opulence and innovation.
‘What Cunard presents is on a par with
the highest calibre of world class productions,’
claims Cunard president Carol Marlow.
‘From the set décor and talent to the
beautiful costumes by renowned theatrical
designers, the work reflects a deep
understanding of our guests’ cultural intellect.
‘Our investment in entertainment is

Perhaps a future edition of Bayview’s

Melbourne amateur production of Lola,

song to be heard—so Mike got the chop after

CD re-issue of Lola Montez might include these

which benefited from the renewed interest

about three performances and Eric Thornton

additional items to provide a more complete

in Australian history engendered by the

replaced him.

representation of the musical’s score. 

‘Eric looked old enough to be my father

staging of the musical in 1958.

‘I hope this information is of some use
to you. Regards, Frank Wilson’

Frank provided the following information in

Frank had been in relation to a cassette

instrumental soloists, plus a complement of

response to my queries:

recording of Lola Montez that the licensing

‘Firstly, I haven’t seen or heard anything

The shows are the work of Northampton-

The main thrust of my enquiries to

agents of 1988 had distributed with the

of Eric [Thornton] since we finished the

hired librettos and vocal scores. This

Sydney run of Lola.

reconstructed virtually the entire score of

‘While I was doing Lola, we did do

the musical from various sources including

directors, musical directors, set and costume

other recordings of the score. The first

principally the 1958 EMI recording of the

designers, wardrobe supervisors, casting and

recording was done at EMI in Sydney before

AETT cast. Based on Frank’s information

recruitment directors, supported by a

we left to open the show in Brisbane in 1958.

(and a few educated guesses), I was able to

comprehensive administrative department.

It was the first stereo recording commercially

identify the sources of the additional items

produced and released in Australia.

on the cassette as follows:
‘There’s Gold In Them Thar Hills’—

‘The second recording of the whole

the world for more than 20 years. Her

show was done for ABC radio in the

chorus with Alan Hopgood as soloist; this

productions are seen in casinos, theatres,

Darlinghurst Road studios, above the

segues into ‘The Goldfields Ballet’—a musical

nightclubs, and on television.

Woolworths shop in Kings Cross, during

sequence depicting the miners working the

the Sydney run.

goldfield and Daniel finding a nugget to the

- Robert Morrison
Doncaster East, Victoria

Age of apathy
Thanks for publishing my article on the
Australian première of Waiting for Godot.
I find it an extraordinary comment on The
Age’s apathy towards the history of the
theatre arts in Melbourne that they declined
to publish it.
Your article on Garnet Carrol touched
on the McMaster season. No mention of
me! Apart from Sheila Helpmann—who
played Kate in The Taming of the Shrew—I
was the only Australian engaged to play
major parts with the company, although
Frank Thring did more than carry a spear.
If I recall aright he was the Pedant in The
Shrew. I played Antonio in The Merchant of
Venice, Baptista in The Shrew and Montano
in Othello. In Othello I also understudied
McMaster as the Moor.

‘Then in 1962 I did a TV version for

cheers of the company. These are from the

shows for Queen Mary 2. King won the

the ABC at Ripponlea. This production had

1962 ABC-TV production soundtrack with

contract in competition with the world’s top

Brigid Lenihan as Lola and Johnny Rohan

excerpts from the 1959 ABC radio

production companies and is now the exclusive

as Daniel, Patsy Hemingway as Jane and

broadcast of the miners singing a brief

Peter O’Shaughnessy’s next article For the

Campbell Copelin as the editor. I played

reprise of the chorus.

Record will be published in the Winter

‘Beware—The Spider Dance’ sung by

Sam, and Alan Hopgood played Smith.

Cunard to create a voyage of light and

‘I have an audio recording of the whole
TV version, but unfortunately the reel-to-

Ron Pinnell (as the theatre manager, Mr

soul, elegance and style.’

reel tape is badly warped and is unplayable.

Crosbie), Frank Wilson (as Sam Vanderburg)

Matcham’s career was covered in On Stage,
Summer 2003.

Stage Technologies are also involved
in two further Fincantieri-built vessels:

Links:

all the sub-contractors working on the

P&O’s Ventura, delivered in March 2008,

http://queenvictoria.cunard.co.uk/ virtual

theatre. Stage Technologies’ project

and Ruby Princess due in October. Both

tour/ (then click on ‘Entertainment’, then

manager Jim Roberts commented, ‘The

ships are being built in the Monfalcone

‘Royal Court Theatre’)

massive co-ordination effort by Fincantieri

shipyard where Stage Technologies have a

www.stagetech.com

full-time base.

www.belindaking.com/cruises/cruise.htm

‘I was talking to Alan Burke, the author
and director of the TV version about two

(includes short videos of Queen Victoria

major effort by the Stage Technologies team

lectures, film screenings and concert

production shows and the ITV coverage of

in Italy ensured that the stage rigging

presentations, but it is as a venue for

a rehearsal).

n
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edition of On Stage. 

Question: What do

This segues into:

deleted the videotape. Alan was ropeable. It

‘flashback’ ballet sequence in which Lola

was never sent to the archives in Canberra.

relives her past glories as the mistress of

So as far as I know, there is no copy of the

King Ludwig I from the 1962 ABC-TV

TV version.

soundtrack;
●

Kamahl, the Gemmological

‘Lola Montez In Bavaria’—a seven-minute

●

‘Entr’acte’—from the 1962 ABC-TV

Cole’s sacking and replacement by Eric

soundtrack;

Thornton: I had friends from Melbourne in

●

the front row on the opening night in

recording sung by Jane Martin with piano

Brisbane. They said they couldn’t hear

accompaniment; and

‘You’re The Man’ (reprise)—a demo

n

Gus
goss

Daniel); from the 1959 ABC radio broadcast.

him, and he told us that the ABC years ago

Autumn 2008

Winchester, England

and sung passages by Eric Thornton (as

years ago when Johnny Rohan and I visited

‘Regarding the story behind Michael

- Peter O’Shaughnessy

Mary Preston with introductory dialogue by

sound, music and dance, with passion and
Frank Matcham would have been delighted!
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Back in 1988 I performed in a local

singers and dancers and top line vocal and

Says King: ‘We work in tandem with

The Queen Victoria’s Royal Court stages

speculation), with piano accompaniment.

‘A Lady Finds Love’—a demo recording by

OK for Daniel, but the authors wanted their

In an e-mail dated 12 January 2004,

creator and supplier of shows for Cunard.

Cunard received the venue they wanted. A

Summer 2008 edition of On Stage.

the work of a team of 16 classically trained

for the creation and production of theatre

and Nautilus Entertainment ensured that

with her singing voice, that is purely

appearance (he looked about 19 or 20) was

about his participation in the AETT’s

In 2002 Cunard invited King to tender

The unfamiliar design and tight

musical Lola Montez published in the

corresponding with the late Frank Wilson

scale shows and events for clients throughout

construction schedule was a challenge for

well be Justine Rettick, but as I’m unfamiliar

very happy. Michael’s performance and his

theatre to the hand-selected creative team.’

Belinda King has been producing large-

before the ship left for Southampton.’

Elizabethan Trust, the producers, were not

sure could sing the hit song.

Its staff includes in-house choreographers,

substantially different.

article on the history of the Australian

in early 2004 I had the opportunity of

based Belinda King Creative Productions.

equipment in both venues was complete

I was very interested to read Peter Pinne’s

an unidentified mezzo soprano (who may

the experience, from the sight lines in the

acrobats, magicians and comedians.

Emerald Princess, the Victoria’s hull was

●

“Saturday Girl”, the authors and the

and his acting wasn’t the greatest, but he

The Royal Court Theatre will showcase

Below: The 830-seat, Matcham-inspired auditorium.

Michael singing and as he had the hit song,

Bicentennial celebrations of that year, and

considerable and includes every aspect of

Above: Finale of Victoriana, the ship’s most elaborately produced show.

Listening to Lola

Letters to the Editor

Association of
Australia, Geoffrey
Robertson, Kathy Lette,
Robert Dickerson, the MTC, Lonely
Planet, Classic Tiles, Bruce Beresford,
Jonathan Biggins and Giorgio Armani have
in common?
Answer: They're all listed as ‘Corporate
Fiends [sic]’ in Opera Australia programs!
- Gus, the theatre cat n
Page 19

Blue Mountain Melody
In the fifth of series of articles discussing important Australian musicals, Peter Pinne pays tribute to

W

hen Blue Mountain

1930s were tough times for theatrical

Melody opened at the

producers in Australia. Theatres were

Theatre Royal, Sydney,

frequently dark, the Depression had

on 15 September 1934, it not only

eaten into profits, and it was only with

became the first Australian musical

acute management skills that

that J.C.Williamson’s had ever

producers were able to keep their

mounted, but the first musical

operations afloat.

comedy composed by the then

J.C.Williamson’s was no exception.

23-year-old Charles Zwar, who

Giving audiences tried and familiar

would later find fame in London

pieces or the latest overseas hit was a

writing for musical theatre and

much better option than the risk

revue.

involved with putting on something

The youngest of three brothers,

new and local. New Australian

Zwar was born in Broadford,

properties were frequently pitched to

Victoria, on 10 April 1911. He

The Firm, but invariably all of them

studied piano and violin before

were turned down. Included was

graduating in Arts and Law at the

Varney Monk’s Collits’ Inn, which rival

University of Melbourne. He got

showman F.W.Thring turned into a hit

his nickname AG from his elder
brother Adolphus Gordon, who
with his other brother, Richard,
remained farmers on the family

Above: Charles (‘AG’) Zwar, composer of the score for Blue
Mountain Melody. Below: J.C.Bancks, creator of Ginger Meggs,
provided the libretto.

property at Broadford,

with Gladys Moncrieff.
When it was announced in mid
1934 that J.C.Williamson’s was

university, and during this time

the idea for the libretto originated with

broadcast frequently on radio

J.C.Bancks who, as the creator of the

stations 3AR and 3AW. His first

comic strip Ginger Meggs, was not only

show credit was Stude Prunes, a

the highest paid black-and-white artist

university revue that opened at the

working in Australia at the time, but

Comedy Theatre, Melbourne on

also the husband of Jessie, the

17 May 1933. He had written songs

daughter of J.C.Williamson’s managing

for it and was also its musical

director, E.J.Tait. The success of Collits’

director. In these roles The Age

Inn, which played throughout 1934,

thought he set an ‘excellent

would also have had some bearing on

standard’. Later in the year he was

the decision. If a rival could make a

called in as a show doctor for

homegrown property into a hit, so

F.W.Thring’s production of Varney

could The Firm.

Monk’s musical Collits’ Inn (Princess

motor car in the street outside.

too long. Indeed, on opening night, the

Jessie Tait was an established name in her

Unlike Varney Monk who chose to

Theatre, Melbourne, 23 December 1933),
and wrote the song ‘They’re In Love’ to

The Lot At Enbeegee Film Productions’, a

performers, Madge Elliott and Cyril Ritchard,

supplement the original score.

send-up of the recent spate of Efftee film

along with Gus Bluett, Agnes Doyle, Leo

productions in Melbourne, and a one-act

Franklyn, Frank Leighton, Don Nicol and

another university revue, Swot Next, again

comic opera, ‘Il Tanto Eruptio’, which

Marie La Varre. Direction was in the hands

providing music, lyrics and musical

featured Paull Fiddian and John Clements.

of Englishman Frederick Blackman. It was

Fiddian and Clements later appeared in

night season at the Comedy Theatre,

Gilbert and Sullivan for J.C.Williamson’s,

Melbourne, commencing 18 April 1934.

and Clements opened a record shop that
became a Melbourne institution.
Next came Blue Mountain Melody. The

curtain did not fall until 11.30pm. Critics

own right, writing about fashion for The

write Collits’ Inn in an operetta style, Zwar’s

liked the Palm Beach scene, complete with

Australian Women’s Weekly. Gretel Bullmore

score was contemporary, something more

the Barrenjoey lighthouse in the

later married Frank Packer, the soon-to-be

akin to what the Gershwins, Cole Porter

background, Madge Elliott’s ‘I Can See A

publishing and media tycoon.

and Vincent Youmans were doing on

Picture’ with its twin violin accompaniment,

Bancks’ story for the show concerned a

Broadway. As the two principals were first

and they called the boxing ballet (‘Hard

young painter, Jimmy Brady (Frank Leighton),

and foremost known for their dancing

Knocks’) and shadow dance (‘Shadows’)

who takes up boxing so that he can earn

abilities, the score was heavy on rhythm.

‘original’. Praise was also heaped on Cyril

enough money to follow his art; the song

‘Palm Beach Girl’ was a very danceable

Ritchard and Madge Elliott who, they said,

and dance girl Judy Trent (Madge Elliott)

up-tempo foxtrot for Cyril Ritchard, the

had ‘never been more polished’.

with whom he is in love; and a young

ballet and chorus; ‘I Can See A Picture’ was

Australian squatter, Peter Harley (Cyril

a pretty solo for Madge Elliott; and their

season before moving to His Majesty’s Theatre,

Ritchard), who has spent a good deal of his

two duets, ‘Send Me A Telegram’ and

Melbourne, where it opened on 8 November

time in England. The central love triangle

‘Shadows’, won audience and critical

1934 with a special Gala Performance in

was fleshed out with an assortment of

approval, as did the title song. Frank

honor of the Duke of Gloucester who was

gangsters, comic pugilists and lifesavers.

Leighton had his big moment with the fight

visiting Australia at the time. The Age said

The action of the piece moved from scenes

number, ‘Hard Knocks’, and Agnes Doyle,

J.C.Williamson’s experiment in producing

in the Blue Mountains to a Kings Cross

Gus Bluett, Don Nicol, Marie Le Varre and

an Australian musical comedy had proved

cabaret, a Rose Bay ladies’ athletics club, a

Leo Franklyn made the most of the witty

‘entirely successful’ (12 December 1934).

boxing gymnasium and a house party at

‘Don’t Forget Your Etiquette’, and ‘All The

The Melbourne season lasted seven weeks,

Palm Beach. Pre-publicity made much of

Best People’.

one more than Sydney, but when the curtain

the fact that it would feature a revolving

The show played a solid six-week Sydney

Not all of the score was new. Zwar

came down on the final night it was the end

recycled ‘Let’s Relax’, which had

of Blue Mountain Melody. There’s never been

previously been used in Swot Next
(18 April 1934).
The critics called it an

They

another production of the show.
Was it bad? No! Was it good?… Frequently,
but not good enough! Opening cold, without

‘extraordinarily successful

the opportunity of a tryout or even a preview,

musical’ (The Sydney Morning

was a big ask. There’s no doubt there was

Herald, 17 September 1934), and

much experience in the performing and

‘a capital show’ (The Bulletin).

production staff, but everyone was used to

thought Zwar’s music was ‘crisp

working on shows that had been pulled into
shape in New York or London. None had
the experience of taking a virgin script and
score and bringing it to fruition. E.J.Tait
certainly didn’t. Neither did Jimmy Bancks.
He could create amusing situations and
characters for his Ginger Meggs cartoon strip,
but writing a book musical required an
entirely different set of skills.
Zwar came out of it best of all. His work
was tuneful and professional, and showed

Williamson’s spared no expense.
Argus, 19 April 1934). Sketches included ‘On
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by Gretel Bullmore and Pierre Fornari.

Blue Mountain Melody that had piqued
their interest? Probably the fact that

‘sophisticated’ music and ‘amusing’ lyrics (The

‘wit’, but complained that the show was far

producing an original Australian

songs and music while still at

This time the critics noted his

and fashionable’, and that Bancks’ book had

leaving the cabaret and getting into his

what had changed? What was it about

Charles Zwar started writing

direction. Like Stude Prunes it played a four-

stage, and in one scene would show a man

Jessie Tait designed the costumes, assisted

musical, people were suddenly asking

affectionately called ‘The Ranch.’

The following year, Zwar was back for

routines, which were created by Ritchard.

the promise of greater things to come. Bancks

Top-starred were two of Australia’s favourite

never wrote another musical, and it was 27
years before Williamson’s tried again with
another Australian show when they mounted
The Sentimental Bloke (1961).
Allan’s published sheet music for six songs
in a Vocal Gems album. These included ‘I

Blackman who commissioned Zwar after
seeing his work in Swot Next. Musical

Australian theatre royalty, Madge Elliott and

direction was by Gabriel Joffe. Ruby Morris

Cyril Ritchard, were top-starred in JCW’s Blue

was responsible for the choreography, except

Mountain Melody.

Can See A Picture’, ‘Let’s Relax’, ‘Send Me
A Telegram’, ‘Palm Beach Girl’, ‘Shadows’
and the title song. All six titles were also *

for Cyril Ritchard and Madge Elliott’s dance
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published as single sheets. Two songs, ‘Blue

‘Frocking a modern musical

Mountain Melody’ and ‘I Can See A

comedy is an art in itself!’

Picture’, were also recorded by Jim

read the headline for an

Davidson and his Orchestra, with vocals by

Australian Women’s Weekly

John Warren. They were released

layout of costume designs for

commercially on 9 November 1934 by

Blue Mountain Melody by

Regal Zonophone (RZ G-22179).

Jessie Tait.

The following year Zwar was back at
the Comedy Theatre, Melbourne, for another

in the author’s previous

four-night season with the university revue

London musical outing, as

Hot Swots. It opened on 1 May 1935, during

the stationmaster’s daughter.

a week of festivities celebrating King George V’s

Although the intimate

Silver Jubilee in London. Zwar again provided

revue format had run out of

music, lyrics and musical direction; also,

steam by the mid-1960s,

with John Parry, he co-authored the book of

killed no doubt by the ability

the show. Paull Fiddian and John Clements

of television to provide

returned for another skewering of grand

up-to-the minute satire,

opera, and Charles Zwar got into drag as

London’s West End still

Mrs Hotbothom, in a pantomime send-up,

found time occasionally to

Nancy Heinwood works on the Blue Mountain

‘Citronella’. Michael Duffield, who later

documentary The Australian Army at War

became a well-known stage and radio actor,

(1945). A selection of Zwar and Melville’s

Melody songs with the ballet girls.

was also in the cast.

material from the Sweet and Low/Lower/Lowest

of girls in his sleep. His bride suspects him

series was used in an Australian version,

of philandering until it is revealed they are

since, Zwar then decided to try his luck in

Sweetest and Lowest (1947), at the Minerva

the names of the winning horses at the next

London. Arriving there in 1937 it wasn’t long

Theatre, Sydney. The show starred Max

day’s meet.

before he landed the job of pianist and resident

Oldaker, Fifi Banvard and Minnie Love,

composer of The Gate Revue (1938), and

and featured Gordon Chater in his first

Oxford, on 4 December 1951. After two weeks

and Charlotte Mitchell and Jimmy Wilson

Swinging the Gate (1940). His success was such

appearance on an Australian stage.

it had an eight-week Christmas season at the

for From Here and There.

Like many composers before him and

that he never returned to Australia.

Next up Zwar wrote two songs with

The show opened at the New Theatre,

Manchester Opera House, before arriving at

revisit the genre in the next
three decades.
played seasons in Aberdeen, Edinburgh

Déjà Revue (New London Theatre, 1974)

West End (St Martin’s Theatre, 1954), and

and Glasgow. It stayed at the Savoy for

was a compilation revue that used four Zwar

six songs for From Here and There (Royal

seven weeks before transferring to the

numbers from previous shows, as was Meet

Court Theatre, 1955). Paul Dehn provided

Saville for another three, where it closed

Me at the Gate (King’s Head Theatre, Islington,

the lyrics for At the Lyric and Going to Town

after a total of 77 performances.

1985), which revived revue numbers from

retitled Going to Town for its transfer to the

Marigold (1959) again brought Zwar

Following the dismal showing of

Norman Marshall’s Gate Theatre Club in

Marigold it was back to revue. Zwar wrote

the 1930s. Zwar was represented by songs

three numbers for …And Another Thing

from The Gate Revue and Swinging the Gate.

Melville for a musical play by Paul Knepler

London’s Hippodrome on 18 February

back to musical comedy. It was a

(Fortune Theatre, 6 October 1960), with

However, the pièce-de-résistance was The

Ambassadors Theatre, and both starred the

and J.M.Willeminski, The Dubarry (Princes

1952. As well as Askey, the show starred

musicalisation of a lightweight period

Joyce and Lionel Blair, Bernard Cribbins

Shakespeare Revue (Barbican then Vaudeville

devilishly funny Hermione Gingold. It was

Theatre, 1947). Then came One, Two, Three

Julie Wilson as the bride, and Sally Ann

Scottish comedy of the same name that had

Theatre, 1995), which used new and old

and Four, Five, Six, two revues which played

and Anna Quayle, and two for On the Avenue

Zwar’s first association with the famed actress;

Howes as a racing journalist.

played the West End for three years during

(Globe Theatre, 21 June 1961), with Joan

material and featured Zwar’s ‘Which Witch?’

she would work with him again in Sweet and

the Duke of York’s Theatre, 1947-49.

Both shows played the small, intimate

Zwar fashioned two terrific numbers for

the late 1920s. Alan Melville did the

Heal, Beryl Reid and George Rose. Alan

Unfortunately he did not live long enough

the female stars: Wilson’s belty ‘I Want A

adaptation and Zwar provided the score.

Melville was his lyricist on the former, and

to see his most admired revue number

Sweetest and Lowest (1946-48), at the same

Hermione Gingold continued with yet

Great Big Hunk Of Male’, and Howes’

The story had Marigold, a ward of Mrs

Paul Dehn on the latter.

amusing a new audience 54 years after it

theatre. His lyricists on The Gate Revue were

another revue, A La Carte, which opened at

sweet ‘What Care I?’. Although the critics

Pringle, accepting the hand of a dour turnip

Nicholas Phipps and Gingold herself, who

the Savoy Theatre on 17 June 1948. Further

carped that Melville’s book was not witty

farmer, James Payton, and then meeting a

devised and wrote 12 numbers for the revue

penned the very funny ‘Sewing Bee’. Lyrics

revues followed: Penny Plain (1951), a show

enough, the show had a healthy life. Wilson

handsome young officer, Archie Forsyth, who

All Square (Vaudeville Theatre, 1963); the

for Swinging the Gate were provided by

that starred Joyce Grenfell, Max Adrian

stayed with Bet Your Life for four months

has his own idea of whom she should marry.

year after they contributed four songs to the

some of his shows, notably The Gate Revue,

Gerard Bryant and for the Sweet and Low/

and Elisabeth Welch, and a revue with Noël

and then was replaced by Noelle Gordon, at

Plot complications involved the title

Dora Bryan show Six Of One (Adelphi Theatre,

Sweetest and Lowest, At the Lyric, Going to

Lower/Lowest series by Alan Melville.

Coward, The Lyric Revue (1951/52), which

which point the show played twice nightly in

character meeting her long-lost mother,

1964). Zwar was also a contributor to the

Town, From Here and There and also Sandy

opened at the Lyric Theatre, Hammersmith,

a cut-down version. It closed on 25 October

and spending a forbidden day in Edinburgh

Phillip Theatre revue Is Australia Really

Wilson’s The Buccaneer (New Watergate,

the year before, writing ‘Which Witch?’,

but later played the Globe Theatre in the

1952 after a run of 362 performances, the

with the officer. Seventeen-year-old

8 September 1953).

West End as The Globe Revue (1952). The

Necessary? (Phillip Theatre, Sydney, 1964-5).

again for Gingold, in the revue Sky High

the longest run of any Zwar musical.

newcomer Sally Smith was cast in the title

Charles Zwar’s last theatre credit was

(1942), at the Phoenix Theatre. It was a

show starred Dora Bryan, Joan Heal, Ian

delicious send-up of an actress who’s just

Carmichael and Graham Payne.

Low (1943), Sweeter and Lower (1945) and

Zwar and Melville first worked together

been signed to play one of the witches in

Zwar and Melville’s association with

In 1952 Zwar returned to musical

For the next seven years Zwar returned

The following year Zwar and Melville

was written: he had died at his home in
Oxford on 12 December 1989.
Zwar was frequently musical director for

Throughout the 1940s, ’50s and ’60s, Zwar

role, with Sophie Stewart, who had played

for The Station Master’s Daughter, an original

regularly contributed to radio and television

to the intimate revue format. Working with

the ingénue in the original play, as Mrs

musical with book and lyrics by Frank Harvey

shows such as A-Z, Melvillainy and Merely
Melville, with Alan Melville.

Michael Flanders as his lyricist, he wrote

Pringle. It was a gentle and charming piece,

and music by Zwar; it played a four-week

Macbeth. It became one of Gingold’s

comedy with Bet Your Life, a vehicle written

‘Sweet Memories’ for Airs on a Shoestring

with pleasant tunes and literate lyrics, but

season out-of-town at the Yvonne Arnaud

signature pieces; she later introduced it to

for diminutive British comic Arthur Askey.

(Royal Court Theatre, 22 April 1953), a

in an era which had just seen the birth of

Theatre, Guildford, from 11 April 1968. It

sheets from Bet Your Life: ‘I Want A Great

Broadway audiences in the revues John

Its book and lyrics were by Alan Melville,

highly successful show that featured Max

rock’n’roll, a light romantic musical score in

was a topical piece about a stationmaster

Big Hunk Of Male’, ‘Farandole’, ‘More

Murray Anderson’s Almanac (1953) and Sticks

with music by Charles Zwar and Kenneth

Adrian, Moyra Fraser, Betty Marsden, Denis

the Bless the Bride vein was not what

and his fight to keep his station open, despite

Music’ and ‘(I Love) Being In Love’, as well

and Stones (1956).

Leslie-Smith. The plot had Askey as a

Quilley and Charles Ross. Zwar followed

audiences were looking for.

a plan by the Transport Minister to close it

as a Piano Selection. They also published

jockey who finds he has a problem on his

with four songs for At the Lyric (Lyric

down. Rose Hill played the Transport Minister,

four single sheets from Marigold: ‘Always Ask

wedding night when he whispers the names

Theatre, Hammersmith (1953), which was

with Sally Smith, who had been Marigold

Your Heart’, ‘Love Can’t Be Learned’,

During this period Zwar wrote the score
for the movie Hello Fame (1940), and the
Page 22
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Before its West End birth at the Savoy
Theatre on 27 May 1959, the show had
Autumn 2008

Chappell and Co. published four single

*
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‘Princes Street’, ‘Wonderful View’ and a

DB 3048), plus an Orchestral Selection by the

Piano Selection.

George Melachrino Orchestra (HMV C 4170).

Samuel French published these revue

There was an original cast recording

He started in revue, made his mark in
revue, and when the history of revue is
written, his name will be up there with the

Green Room Awards celebrate Silver

numbers from Sweetest and Lowest: ‘What

from Marigold (HMV CLP 1275), and a

Next?’, ‘Amo Amas’, ‘Swing Bridge’, ‘Self

recent CD recording of the Piano Selection

Portrait’, ‘Film Foursome’, ‘Days of Daly’s’ and

from the same show by William Raynor

Special thanks to Mary Jane Jeanes (Charles

‘Why Does A Cow Go Moo?’. They also

(Must Close Saturday Records MCSR

Zwar’s daughter) for her help in the preparation

A

published 10 numbers from A La Carte :

3005). Some of Zwar’s revue material can

of this article.

‘Dawn In Covent Garden’, ‘Ladies In

Association presented its 2007 awards for

also be found on the following albums:

Waiting’, ‘Self Analysis’, ‘Restoration Piece’,

Melvillainy (Decca LK 4394), La Gingold

References

‘Pale Hands I Hate’, ‘Wherefore Art Thou

(Dolphin 7) and The Shakespeare Revue (TER

Romany?’, ‘And The Buffs’, ‘Lament’, ‘Old

CDTEM 2 1237). La Gingold features Hermione

Girls’ and ‘Romanos’, and one from One, Two,

Gingold’s original version of ‘Which Witch?’,

Three, ‘The Orator’, which was published

while on The Shakespeare Revue album the

under the title ‘Mixed Foursome’. Chappell

same number is performed by Susie Blake.

also published ‘Not A Cloud In The Sky’
from Six of One.

Charles Zwar must be one of Australia’s
most successful composers. Although he

Apart from the 78rpm recording of the

never wrote a hit song, and his musicals had

two songs from Blue Mountain Melody, Zwar

a spotty lives, his work in intimate revue will

is well represented on disc. There were several

long be remembered.

78rpm original cast recordings released from

Australian revues of the 1950s and ’60s

Bet Your Life including ‘I Want A Great Big

were often sprinkled with his credits. He

Hunk Of Male’— Julie Wilson (Columbia
DX 1825), ‘What Care I?’—Sally Ann Howes
‘(I Love) Being In Love’—Brian Reece (Columbia

best of them.

Male Dancer: Robert Curran—Year’s Work    

anniversary ceremony at the

with The Australian Ballet

Playhouse at the Arts Centre on 20

Female Dancer: Jane Casson—Year’s Work    

April 2007, the Green Room Awards

with The Australian Ballet
Opera

excellence in Melbourne theatre.

Books, newspapers and programs sourced for
this piece include: Companion to Theatre in
Australia—Parsons (Currency, 1995), The Encyclopedia
of Musical Theatre—Ganzl (Blackwell, 1994),
The British Musical Theatre —Ganzl (Macmillan,

Direction: Olivia Fuchs—Rusalka

Queen of the Desert was the big winner in the

Design: Niki Turner—Rusalka

most hotly contested Music Theatre category,

Lighting: Bruno Poet—Rusalka

taking home six out of 10 possible awards,

Supporting Male Artist: Kanen Breen—The    

including Best Production. Meanwhile, Opera
Australia scooped the Opera pool with its

(Scarecrow, 1984), London Musical Shows on

production of Rusalka.

Record, 1989-1989—Bunnett, Seeley (Gramophone,

Production: Rusalka—Opera Australia

The home-grown production Priscilla,

1986), American Musical Theatre—Hummel

Tales of Hoffmann; James Egglestone—The    
Love of the Nightingale
Supporting Female Artist: Dominica Matthews—    

Highlights belonged to showbiz veteran

1989), Australian Performers, Australian Performances—

Toni Lamond AM who was presented with the

Pinne (Performing Arts Museum, VAC, 1987),

prestigious Lifetime Achievement Award, and

The Sydney Morning Herald, The Age, The Argus,

sound specialist John Scandrett received the

The Bulletin, M.U.S.T—50 Years of Student Theatre

special award for Technical Achievement.

The Tales of Hoffmann
Leading Male Artist: Teddy Tahu Rhodes—   
Don Giovanni
Leading Female Artist: Sally Matthews—   
Rusalka

In Melbourne, JCW Theatre Magazine, JCW

‘The 25th Green Room Awards have

made us laugh. As a man, he was witty,

theatre programs, Photoplayer and Talkies,

been an outstanding opportunity to honour

erudite, and funny, and fortunately could

Smith’s Weekly, The Australian Women’s Weekly,

and recognise excellence in a rollercoaster

original sheet music, original cast recordings.n

industry,’ Green Room Awards Association

Toni Lamond AM, Green Room Awards’

President Dr Mark Williams said. ‘The full

Lifetime Achievement Award recipient.

transfer these qualities to his composition.

Her Majesty’s treasure

W

Awards a hit in their 25th year.

t a smoothly presented 25th

from Act I, Scene

Majesty’s honorary archivist,

2: (Using lamp with

Mary Murphy, that Peter Pinne

Dia.) Pick up Girls

New Australian Work: Bryony Marks and    
Matt Saville—Crossing Live
Theatre—Independent

list tells a very proud story. We are grateful

The archive at Melbourne’s ‘Maj’ yields more surprises.

hen On Stage told Her

Conductor: Antony Walker—Alcina

Design: Anna Tregloan (Set)—Holiday

to all the artists and creators who astonished

Cabaret

us in 2007.’

Production: Meow Meow, Meow Meow    

In the Green Room voting year, from

Beyond Beyond Glamour: The Remix

1 January to 31 December, nominations and

Cabaret Artiste: Meow Meow—Meow Meow    

awards are made by the Green Room

Beyond Beyond Glamour: The Remix

membership of industry professionals,

Musical Direction: Meow Meow in    

through subcommittees for each discipline.

collaboration with Paul Grabowsky—Meow    

was profiling the 1934 Australian musical

as they pose near

Blue Mountain Melody in this edition (see

Buttress D.S. No 6

page 20), her eyes lit up. Carefully

Pink. O.P. Keep on

preserved in her files is part of the show’s

Girls D.S. O.P. side.

original lighting plot: the instructions for

At cue—

The 2007 Green Room
Awards Recipients

the ‘perch’ operator working the spots and

BLACK OUT.

Music Theatre

Lighting Design: Bronwyn Pringle—Letters    
from Animals
Sound Design: Jess Ipkendanz—The Kreutzer    
Sonata and Raising the Dead
Solo Performer: David Tredinnick—(the    

Meow Beyond Beyond Glamour: The Remix
Original Songs: Tripod—How to Train an    
Attack Dog from Scratch
Ensemble: The Beautiful Losers—Fresh Filth
Direction: Anni Davey—Yana Alana and    

pilot version of) Something To Die For
Male Performer: Patrick Moffat—Holiday
Female Performer: Wahibe Moussa—   
Homebody/Kabul
Direction: Adriano Cortese—Holiday; and    
Susie Dee—White With Wire Wheels

Or this from

Direction: Laurence Connor, Miss Saigon

Workmen discovered the tattered single

Act II, Scene 3: Get

Design: Tim Chappel and Lizzy Gardiner

sheet of paper in a murky corner of the old

Dia. Lamp ready to

   (Costumes), Priscilla, Queen of the Desert

fly gallery during backstage renovations a

spot girls as they

Lighting: David Hersey, Miss Saigon

few years ago.

come through

Choreography: Ross Coleman, Priscilla,    

Dance

Marg Horwell (Set and Spatial    

Doorway O.P. 18

Queen of the Desert

Betty Pounder Award for Original    

Conceptualisation)—Chapters from the Pandemic

described the lighting design as ‘electrical

Blue. Spot on

Musical Direction: Stephen ‘Spud’

Choreography: Stephen Baynes—Constant    

Lighting Design: Rachel Burke—Chapters from   

effects’. The program for the Blue Mountain

[Madge] Elliott 1Y

Murphy,    Priscilla, Queen of the Desert

Variants (from New Romantics Triple Bill)

the Pandemic

Melody’s première season in Sydney includes

Amber. At cue—

Featured Male Artist: Eddie Perfect, Keating!

Concept and Realisation: Lucy Guerin—    

Video/Scenography: Suzon Fuks—Quivering:    

the credit ‘Electrical effects by R.L.Worrall

OTHER 2 Lamps

Leading Female Artist: Laurie Cadevida,    

Pieces for Small Spaces

A Matter of Life and Death

and assistants’. There no similar credit in

24 Blue.

Miss Saigon

Ensemble: Lucy Guerin Inc—Aether

Leading Male Artist: Tony Sheldon, Priscilla,    

Music Composition and Performance:

floods from the prompt side fly gallery.

In the 1930s theatre programs usually

the Paranas—Bite
Innovative Use of Form: The Needle and    
the Damage Done

Production: Holiday—Ranters Theatre
Theatre—New Form
Visual Design/Spatial Conceptualisation:    

Sound Design/Music: Julie Robson,    
Catherine Mundy & Brett Collery—   

the Melbourne program, but it’s probably

Its simplicity is

safe to assume that Mr Worrall’s work was

potent evidence of

Queen of the Desert

David Chisholm—Brindabella

Quivering: A Matter of Life and Death

replicated in Melbourne.

how far stage

Ensemble: The Divas, Priscilla, Queen of

Design: Tatyana Van Walsum—

Performance: Luke Elliot—Crossing Live

   Symphonie Fantasique

Production: Small Metal Objects—Back To    

Lighting: Bluebottle 3—Brindabella

Back Theatre

His instructions are disarmingly

progressed in

whole show. Here are two examples, first

74 years!

Page 24

the Desert

lighting has

straightforward, with only 12 cues for the

Production: Priscilla, Queen of the Desert
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Theatre—Companies

Snub and Daphne: Pollards in name only

Promise:

Design: Michael Scott-Mitchell—Ying Tong

Jason Wasley

Music/Sound Design: Barrie

John Truscott Award for Design

Kosky    (Music)—The Tell-Tale Heart

Excellence:    Bluebottle 3

Lighting: Damien Cooper—Body of Work

Technical Achievement: John Scandrett

Male Actor: William Zappa—The

Lifetime Achievement Award:

Government    Inspector

   Toni Lamond AM

H

Association Awards
New Australian Writing:
Holiday—    Raimondo Cortese
Outstanding Contribution to Opera: John Pringle

C

nearby Niles. There, in 1911, he joined the
Essanay Film Studio.
One of Snub’s earliest claims to fame is

nothing to quash the rumour that they were

being a member of the Keystone Kops for

brother and sister.

producer Mack Sennett. Rival producer Hal
Roach was impressed and signed him up. He

A special On Stage Green

Awards show together in spectacular fashion

1962) and Daphne Pollard (1891–1978) are

co-starred Snub in 86 Lonesome Luke comedies

with over three hours of witty improv, and

more familiar? Daphne hailed from Fitzroy,

with Harold Lloyd and Bebe Daniels.The

Julia Zemiro, whose emceeing

for the best pair of legs in the house.

had an impressive US and UK stage career

ilms were highly successful and established

and appeared in movies from 1922 to 1943.

the young comic with silent filmgoers.

- Gus the theatre cat n

bore the ravages of its use

Artists and the Performing Arts

and the unforgiving traces

credited with appearing in 474 films. He is

Mosquini continued his popularity into the

also one of the few Australians to have a

early 1920s, but somehow Snub never really

star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.

made the movie big time. Content to play
‘second banana’ to leading comics, Snub

So how did these Victorians end up in

danger of disintegrating. It

Centre is Silver-lined: Contemporary

A series of shorts co-starring Marie

Snub was born in North Melbourne and is

News from the Performing Arts Collection.

Collection. This exhibition showcases the work

Pollard Opera Company. They

Room Gus gOscar goes to

There is a silver lining
urrently on display at the Arts

California, then to San Francisco and to

Perhaps the names Snub Pollard (1889–

held the whole Green Room

Dame Joan Hammond Award for Vocal

Pollard’s, but young Snub found his way to

met while travelling with the

started solo careers in the USA, and did

Gus
gOscar

Production: The Tell-Tale Heart

arold Fraser and Daphne Trott

both adopted the same professional surname,

Female Actor: Alison Bell—Body of Work
Direction: Barrie Kosky—The Tell-Tale Heart

Steve Rattle pays tribute to the comic talents of two Victorians who made it to Hollywood.

Hollywood and in the movies?
Enter the Pollard Opera Company:
J.J.Pollard’s Theatrical Company originated

of time.

Snub Pollard (above). Below: Daphne Pollard
(left) with Barney Hellum and Carole Lombard
in Sennett Studios’ The Swim Princess (1928).

carved out an amazing career which saw
him working usually as a cameo comic,
brightening up many a routine program.
A last hurrah of popularity occurred in

‘Now, as a museum

in Launceston, Tasmania. Tom O’Sullivan

costumes, stage designs, photographs, puppets

object, the work is outside

worked for Pollard as a stage director and

the late 1930s when Snub played Pee

and personal memorabilia drawn from the

of lived time. Our desire is

when J.J. died, Tom carried on the company.

Wee, the movie sidekick to cowboy star

of eight contemporary visual artists alongside

Arts Centre’s Performing Arts Collection.

Tex Ritter. Continued extra and cameo

He adopted his employer’s surname

for it to be permanent,
constant, enduring and not

and married J.J.’s daughter, Emily.

appearances lasted until 1961, when

are Anna Eggert, Juli Haas, Mark Ogge,

further deteriorating with age.

Dozens of talented children left their

cancer forced his career to its final close.

Polixeni Papapetrou, Robert Rooney, Susan

This sculpture is about that

families and got their theatrical start in

Wirth and Anne Zahalka. Eggert, Haas and

desire, but it is also about

this skilled theatrical touring troupe.

Arts Centre in Melbourne holds an

Wirth have created new work in direct response

the facts of loss and change.

Guardians and tutors complemented the

important collection of letters written by

education provided by musicians and

Snub to a nephew, nicknamed ‘Little Snub’,

stage directors.

who lived in the Geelong area. Snub Senior

The artists represented in the exhibition

to historical material held in the Performing
Arts Collection, while the practice of other

‘What we sense as a loss
is the absence of the body

The Performing Arts Collection at the

hadn’t lost his enthusiasm and excitement

Initially known as Pollard’s Liliputian

artists engages thematically and conceptually

which gave the vitality to

with aspects of the performing arts.

the worn dress. The musical

[sic] Opera Company, their débuted at

for movie making as he regaled his young

An opportunity to explore an array of

event at which Dame Nellie

the Mechanics’ Institute in Launceston on

nephew with star gossip and details of his

costumes from the Performing Arts Collection

Melba would have worn this

18 May 1880: it was Gilbert and Sullivan’s

next film appearances.

late last year provided the impetus for Anna

dress to sing to her audience—

new London smash hit, HMS Pinafore.

Eggert’s magnificent sculpture Dame Nellie

the social reality of it—is now

Snub Pollard’s North Melbourne
birthplace at 59 Courtney Street, has now

Their first New Zealand tour started

been identified with a plaque provided by

Melba 2008. The work is a fascinating

irretrievably in the past.

on 15 March 1881 at Sloan’s Theatre in

reinterpretation of an opulent 1890s gown

Her presence and her voice

Invercargill. For around 30 years, Pollard’s

as chaperone, she toured for the next nine

the Laurel and Hardy appreciation society

worn by Melba in the lead role of Violetta

are now stilled. We look for

entertained antipodean audiences with their

years, leaving the troupe in Los Angeles in

‘Sons of the Desert’.

in La Traviata. With an attention to detail

signs of it in the fabric of her gown.

Dame Nellie Melba 2008 (Anna Eggert, acquired

children’s theatrical troupe, culminating in

July 1907. By October 1908 Daphne was

2008, Maxwell and Merle Carroll Bequest)

their biggest event: a 32-month tour from

appearing in New York under the Pollard

the market a few years back, Melbourne’s

another kind of life. The shape of the dress

the Arts Centre, Public Art Collection. Image

July 1904 to February 1907.

surname. But she is best remembered as the

The Age seized the opportunity to write up

designer—and Eggert has made a contemporary

is similar to Dame Nellie Melba’s and the

licensed by VISCOPY, Sydney, 2008.

diminutive comedienne playing Mrs Hardy

the Snub Pollard birthplace story. It made

work of art out of silver and stainless steel,

detailing is just as elaborate. The pose is an

China, Japan, the Philippines, Canada and

in the Laurel and Hardy films Thicker than

page one of their Saturday ‘Domain’

the USA—including a shaky visit to Sacramento,

Water (1935) and Our Relations (1936).

property section, but the only problem was

reminiscent of a late 19th century couturier—
Melba frequently used Worth as her costume

lovingly sewn with rivets and washers.
In her artist’s statement, Eggert describes

‘In my sculpture, I try to fill the void with

active one, where we might sense the singer
walking with energy across a stage, or a drawing

the process of creating this new life-size

room. Clearly, she is not there. There is no

sculpture: ‘The first time I saw the bodice of

body there. That absence is replaced by the

the Dame Nellie Melba dress, I was keenly

life of the material from which the sculpture

aware of its fragility. The lace work was so

is made. And that has its existence in the

fine and delicate that it seemed to be in

present moment.’

Page 26

This marathon took them through Australia,

Silver-lined also acknowledges the
generosity of the Maxwell and Merle Carroll

California, during the April 1906 earthquake

Silver Bequest which has been crucial to

which devastated San Francisco.

staging the exhibition and expanding the

Some nine productions were in their

Arts Centre’s Public Art Collection. Silver-

touring repertoire. Enter young Daphne

lined is in Gallery I, the Arts Centre until
13 July 2008.

n
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When the property’s owner placed it on

She married a man named Ellington

that the accompanying photograph was not

Bunch and from1944 appears to have lived

of Snub—it was Charles Chaplin, taken from

in happy retirement.

his 1952 film Limelight.

Harry acquired the name ‘Snub’ and

An embarrassed editor offered an

Trott and Harry Fraser. Daphne joined

left Pollard’s around 1910. It is not known

apology, but no reprint! And the property

Pollard’s in 1898. With her older sister, Ivy,

exactly when he departed Australia or joined

was passed in at auction.

Autumn 2008
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Melbourne stage-by-stage

The Princess’ unique

Short runs, longer run revivals; the loss of the AETT as a tennant; Ralph Marsden’s final installment of the
Princess story tells of record breaking shows in the 1980s, Les Miz and The Phantom, coming to the rescue.

W

ith the sole exception of a onenight pop concert, all 1981
attractions were state

subsidised; apart from opera these comprised
I Colombaioni—‘two splendid Italian clowns
in the finest traditions of an ageless comic
form’, according to The Age—and Alan
Bennett’s farce, Habeas Corpus, with British
TV comic actor Frank Thornton, following
one another in March.
For 1982 the Princess offered Jeannie
Lewis singing Piaf songs, and the Black
Theatre of Prague—both late in February;
Patrick MacNee in a thriller, House Guest,
which closed on 19 June, a week short of its
intended month-long run, and a short
season by the Australian Dance Theatre in
November–December.
Robyn Archer revived A Star is Torn for
three weeks from 21 February 1983.
During an Australian Opera season,
singer Bruce Martin complained in a letter

The
Princess
Theatre

bicentennial attraction Manning Clark’s
History of Australia: The Musical, which
opened on 16 January. Not even patriotic
sentiments were enough to make it a success,
but the run was extended to 27 February

…Astley’s Amphitheatre
The Royal Amphitheatre
The Princess’s Theatre and
Opera House
The Princess’s Theatre
The Princess’s Opera House
The Royal Princess’s Theatre
The Academy of Music
The Royal Princess’s
Opera House
The New Princess’s Theatre
The People’s Theatre
The New Princess Theatre

to work free.

163 Spring Street, Melbourne

a large (and, unfortunately, rather ugly)

In April 1988 came reports that Marriner
in return for various trade-offs with the state
government involving development permits
for other city properties that he owned.
In January 1989 Marriner and British
entrepreneur Cameron Mackintosh made a
joint announcement of major renovations to
the theatre. These included a new stage,
foyer, bars, seating (to a capacity of 1476),
pit, and interior and exterior redecoration,
as well as new backstage facilities, including

$20 million.

operated [had] overwhelmed’ his respiratory

Under the supervision of architect Peter

system, adversely affecting his performance.

Lovell of Allom Lovell & Associates, work

Dust notwithstanding, an AETT-sponsored

delays, the 30 October opening of the musical

Anthony, enjoyed a 14-week run from 25

spectacular Les Misérables was postponed until

May, and a revival of West Side Story, while

9 December 1989.

not quite so well received by critics, scored

Les Misérables was rapturously received by

Top: Les Misérables, 1989: Peters Cousens as

31 August; and three weeks by Irish comic

the public and most critics: ‘The production of

Marius and Marina Prior as Cosette.

Dave Allen, from 12 November. Hollywood

the show is so superb that weaknesses in the

Above: Beauty and the Beast, 1995: Keith

only substantial offering was an Australian

veteran Lauren Bacall was the star of a three-

work itself are easy to ignore’, The Herald

Michell as the eponymous Scrooge, 1993.

Opera season which featured a revival of

week revival of Tennessee Williams’ Sweet

commented. The general impression of the

Fiddler on the Roof with Hayes Gordon. This

Bird of Youth, from 20 February 1986, and

renovations was almost as good. The Age

began here early in April before transferring

on 22 March came a fortnight by the

noted: ‘The foyers have been expanded, the

to the newly completed State Theatre in the

Nederlands Dans Theater, which proved a

bars opened out, and the theatre’s stained

Victorian Arts Centre.

final expensive flop for the AETT.

glass and other treasures exposed once more

10 weeks from 19 September.
1984 was a particularly gloomy year: the

Although all of Melbourne’s live theatres

The old theatre now exuded an

to view. There is new, though still cramped,

were affected by the opening of the Arts Centre,

unmistakably abandoned and derelict air.

seating, air conditioning (at long last) and a

the Princess was hardest hit because it was

In 1987 it housed just two attractions: an

slightly larger stage area’.

soon deprived of its major tenant, the AETT.

eight-week revival of The Rocky Horror Show

The Carroll family were reportedly willing

from 1 July, and a seven-week transfer of

and other newspapers complained of

to sell the theatre to the state but the

Dancin’ Man, with David Atkins, from the

difficulties of seating access caused by lack of

government baulked at the rumoured asking

Universal in Fitzroy

middle aisles and an insufficient number of

price of $7 million.
Meanwhile, 1985’s attractions included

Salvation was at hand, however, in the
shape of developer, David Marriner, who

But later letters by theatre patrons to this

ladies’ toilets, resulting in lengthy queues
during intervals.

a short-lived local rock musical, Captain

bought the Princess in September 1987 for

There were few complaints about Les

Bloody, The Max Gillies Summit, a spin-off

a reported $2.5 million. The single notable

Miz, however, and the day after it closed on

from local TV which did six weeks from

live attraction of 1988 was the ill-fated

29 September 1990, The Age reported that ‘a
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success, which was made

little-known leads Derek Metzger and Rachael

even more remarkable by

Beck. After an enthusiastic reception by the

being achieved during the

first-night audience but some mixed press

worst recession Australia

reviews, Me and My Girl closed just over nine

had suffered in 60 years.

weeks later. Despite some doubt from observers,

total of 423 000 patrons paid $18 million to
see the show’.

the producers claimed to have enjoyed a

from all parts of Australia

profitable season, leaving ‘$3 million in the

and overseas to see the

bank’, according to an Age item of 10 August.
A seven-week revival of Hot Shoe Shuffle,

with bringing a much

with David Atkins and Rhonda Burchmore,

needed $500 million in

ending on 18 December, wound up the year.

revenue to the ailing

Meanwhile, David Marriner, no stranger to

Victorian economy. At its

controversy, had barely settled a lengthy court

close on 5 June 1993 The Phantom had set

dispute over payment for the theatre’s 1989

theatre records unlikely to be equalled, let

renovations when, early in October 1994, he

alone surpassed, for many years to come:

made an application to the state government’s

according to an Age report of 29 May 1993,

Historic Buildings Council for further alterations.
Marriner planned to spend $6.5 million

of $82 million during its 1048 performance

on adding 200 extra seats. This would involve

full-house run, which now stands as the longest

moving a wall, lowering and re-raking the

for a single live show anywhere in Australia.

stalls, and rebuilding both dress and grand
circles. Despite strong objections by the

of Beauty and the Beast, scheduled for nine

National Trust, the planned renovations were

performances from 30 July, had the task of

swiftly approved and were due for completion

following in The Phantom’s triumphal wake.

before June 1995, according to an Age report

A new production of another Lloyd Webber

of 14 November 1994.

success, Cats, began previews exactly a month

was under way by mid-February, but due to

revival of The Sound of Music, with Julie

at the Princess on 23 June 1994 with then

A Sydney Dance Company production

flytower. The original cost estimate of $5

dust that descend whenever the flies are

Australian production in 1985; this was revived

The Phantom’s spectacular

The Phantom had achieved a box office gross

air conditioning, offices, lighting, orchestra

million eventually escalated to an incredible

undoubtedly contributed to

show, which was credited

would undertake restoration of the Princess

to The Age of 29 April that the ‘decades of

it had a successful West End revival and an

Theatregoers travelled

when the musicians and stage hands agreed

in 1937. Following a rewrite by Stephen Fry,

historical ambience

Marriner evidently had second thoughts,

later and completed a nine-week run before

however, and [National]Trust News of April

leaving to tour. Scrooge, Leslie Bricusse’s

1995 noted that the plans had been ‘shelved

musical rendering of Dickens’ A Christmas Carol,

temporarily’; to date nothing more has been

made an appropriate end-of-year attraction

heard of them.

with a nine-week run from 21 November.

After six months of darkness in the first

The first production by the Princess’s new

half of 1995, the Princess’ first indisputable

owner, David Marriner, this starred Keith

post-Phantom hit opened on 8 July: Walt

Michell as Scrooge and Max Gillies as the

Disney’s Beauty and the Beast, a stage

Ghost of Christmas Past.

adaptation of a successful animated feature

A new production by the Victoria State

of 1991. Despite a brief bout of competition

Opera of West Side Story, with a cast of well-

when a rival version on ice played at the

musical The Phantom of the Opera were

liked locals including Marina Prior, Caroline

Sports and Entertainment Centre in mid- July,

immediately transferred to the theatre; the

O’Connor and Todd McKenney, did very

this high-tech $14 million production,

Australian première, with its original London

well with a run of 16 weeks from 19 February

co-sponsored by Kevin Jacobsen and

director, Harold Prince, overseeing an all-

1994. This was a fortnight longer than the

Michael Edgley, drew near-capacity

Australian cast headed by Anthony Warlow

show’s original season here in 1960-61:

audiences during its 14-month stay. Rachael

and Marina Prior, took place on 8 December

‘First time round, the work...met with a

Beck was Beauty, Michael Cormick the Beast,

1990, with the composer himself in the first

lukewarm response…audiences found it too

and Hugh Jackman, Grant Smith, Bert Newton,

night audience. This $10 million production

forthright and discomforting… But today

Ernie Bourne and Robyn Arthur were also

could hardly fail to meet with almost

those qualities work in the piece’s favour,’

in the cast.

unanimous public and critical approval: ‘…

The Age of 21 February explained.

Preparations for Andrew Lloyd Webber’s

A Herald Sun report of 20 July estimated

the high watermark of very expensive, very

Me and My Girl was a British musical

handsome international commercial theatre’,

with songs (including the famous ‘Lambeth

and the Beast would have taken over $40

The Australian endorsed.

Walk’) by Noel Gay, first produced in London

million from a total audience of some

Autumn 2008

that by closing night on 11 August 1996, Beauty
*
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750 000. A lavish locally-written

Routledge, best known from the

musical The Producers, with Reg Livermore

posh grump [Linda] Robson’s cockney

musical version of Peter Pan was

British TV sitcom Keeping Up

and Tom Burlinson heading an all-

frump and [ Jenny] Eclair’s mad witch of

set to follow in September, but

Appearances, made ‘an imposing Lady

Australian cast. Buoyed by enormous

the north make a formidable trio.’

lack of finance forced producer

Bracknell’, according to The Sunday

goodwill and a skilful state government-

The return of The Phantom of the Opera

Kerry Jewel to cancel—although

Age, but the production itself was ‘a

subsidised publicity campaign, The

starring the original Australian Phantom,

as late as December he was still

steady-as-you-go West End

Producers enjoyed a triumphant opening

Anthony Warlow, had been announced

adamant that the show would

presentation.’

night attended by its irrepressible

in 2006. On 19 July 2007 this eagerly

creator, Mel Brooks, on 17 April 2004.

awaited second revival had its first

proceed before the end of the

A three-night British Council

year. According to a Herald Sun

sponsored season by the Rambert

With virtually unanimous and

item of 20 September 1996, this

Dance Company between 3 and 7

unstinting praise from reviewers, the

Marina as Christine and John Bowles as

cancellation had cost Marriner

April 2001 was the first show of the

show was solidly booked for most of its

Raoul. Despite a bout of ’flu that afflicted

Theatres about $750 000.

new millennium. Another hit musical

seven-month run, ‘taking well over $20

the star and some others on the company,

was waiting in the wings, however:

million… and playing to more than

the gala opening on 28 July was an

Mamma Mia! managed to string

300 000 people’, according to an Age

undoubted triumph.

Instead, the Princess’ next
attraction, previewing from 12
February 1997, was Chess, a musical on the

together 22 ABBA songs with a romantic

turmoil behind an international chess
tournament. Chess was written by Tim Rice,
and Benny Andersson and Bjorn Ulvaeus of

same article noted that this run ‘fell short of

Previewing from 31 May and opening on

the 12-month residency needed to recoup

Houseman and Josef Brown as Johnny Castle.

Sun of 30 July.

9 June, it received unanimously good crits

its $6 million pre-production costs’.

the cancellation of a booking for Titanic, the

wishing for a mistake in the pit to remind us

the Swedish pop group ABBA. The cast

with scarcely a negative comment: ‘The cast

included Barbara Dickson, Derek Metzger,

are terrific, especially the female leads

could be achieved with coming seasons in

Daryl Braithwaite and Delia Hannah, but

(Anne Wood and Natalie O’Donnell). Above

Brisbane and Sydney, but the inherent risk

neither public nor critics responded to the

all, this is a refreshingly unpretentious musical,’

in staging almost any kind of live show was

show; it closed three weeks and four days after

The Sunday Age enthused. ‘It’s a nine out of

illustrated by the fact that the Princess returned

opening.

10 show that can’t fail to be a sell-out,’ The

to darkness for nearly eight months after

Age advised. Indeed, Mamma Mia! completed

this success.

Producer John Frost clamed that this

partly filled by a handful of relatively short

56 weeks up to its closure on 23 June 2002,

runs for the rest of 1997. These included a

with audiences of more than 650 000,

reopened with the first preview of Dirty

month-long transfer of an MTC revival of

generating an estimated $92 million for the

Dancing, a musical based on the 1987 hit

A Little Night Music on 22 March, and 10

Victorian economy, according to a Herald

movie about 1960s teenagers at a Catskills

weeks by Brazilian dance show, Oba Oba ’97,

Sun report of 22 June.

resort. The production was closely based on

from 11 June. On 6 December 1997, a revival

Some six weeks later came the first

On 11 June 2005 the theatre finally

the film, with ingenious use of back-projected

of The Phantom, with Rob Guest in the title

preview of The Witches of Eastwick, a musical

settings and huge close-ups of the stage

role, finally set things right with a run of

based on a John Updike novel of 1984 and

performers. It also featured ‘a great set of

exactly six months to 6 June 1993. A revival

a film of 1987. Witches was about three bored

1960s songs… in a show that is almost

of Les Misérables, following on 20 June, also

housewives who dream up their ideal man—

continuous dancing,’ according to an Age

ran six months in a slightly revised and

the devil incarnate. With a budget of $6

crit of 17 June. ‘This Australian and first

condensed version that was thought by many

million, it was an elaborate high tech show

stage version had two great leads, Kym

critics to be an improvement.

with some spectacular effects, including a

Valentine and Josef Brown… Brown is the

scene where the housewives fly up from the

standout performer in a show that has

stage, over the heads of the audience, and

plenty of talent…’

Barry Humphries had his first Princess
season in Remember You’re Out and virtually

Top: The Boy from Oz, 1999: Chrissie Amphlett

sold out the house between 6 and 25 April

as Judy Garland, Angela Toohey as Liza Minnelli,

1999. A couple of weeks later, during rehearsals

Todd McKenney as Peter Allen and Jill Perryman

for the Peter Allen musical biography, The

as Marion Woolnough.

Boy From Oz, the titular lead, Todd McKenney,

Above: Beauty and the Beast, 1995: Bert

injured his thigh—thus postponing opening

Newton as Cogsworth.

night by a week while previews went ahead

hover at upper circle level.

Indeed Dirty Dancing, which had its

Witches opened on 23 August 2002 to a

world première in Sydney in 2004, was also

generally positive press and completed a

a pronounced hit at the Princess, although

fairish 14-week run on 16 November. Only

its run of just over 41⁄2 months to 29 October

when its production company, Jacobsen

seemed on the shortish side. A year later,

Entertainment, had gone into voluntary

however, Brown was still the star when Dirty

with an understudy. The rescheduled opening

Princess on 18 March 2000 and kept the

administration, did a Herald Sun report of

Dancing started a very successful long run in

took place on 21 May, the delay having cost

box office busy for four months. The Herald

1 October 2003 reveal that the show had

London’s West End—where it is still playing.

the production an estimated $20 000. Both

Sun of 27 March reckoned it ‘easily the

lost some $6.8 million.

McKenney and the show were enthusiastically

biggest opening night of the year, with

welcomed, however, and stayed on for

advance bookings exceeding $4.5 million’.

another run of just on six months.
A revival of The Sound of Music, with a

On 24 August came the second and last
show for 2000: a month-long run of a

cast including popular locals, Lisa McCune,

Chichester Festival Theatre production of

John Waters and Bert Newton, reopened the

The Importance of Being Earnest. Patricia
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‘For most of the night, it’s merely

report of 15 November 2004. But the
Dirty Dancing, 2005: Kym Valentine as 'Baby'

comedy plot set on a Greek island.

This second failure left another void only

preview with a cast that now included Ana

Musical. Perhaps it should have come as no great
surprise that a new Australian production of
this particular vehicle (albeit a Tony award
winner of 1997) failed to make it to port.
Hopes rose with the arrival of Puppet Up!
sponsored by the Melbourne Comedy Festival,
for 13 shows from 4 April. This improvisational
attraction, featuring nine puppeteers, a directorhost and large screens either side of the
stage to convey the cute and cuddly action
in close-up, was from the Jim Henson
Company of The Muppets fame.
Three weeks later came another short-run
comic offering: Grumpy Old Women Live, a
three-hander based on the popular British TV
series, for 16 performances from 8 May. The
Age of 10 May opined: ‘The show’s irascible
humour translates well to the stage—thanks
to excellent performances… [Billie] Keane’s

perfect,’ Chris Boyd asserted in the Herald
‘In fact, it’s all a little bit too perfect. I kept
that the music is played live. Bowles provided
the excitement of the night by jumping in
with the right line at the wrong time!
Warlow and conductor Vanessa Scammel
coped admirably.’
After his opening night effort, Warlow
was forced to take the rest of the week off
to recover sufficiently before returning for
the following Sunday’s matinée.
In the final fortnight of The Phantom’s
six-month season, all shows were booked
out. On 20 January 2008, the day The
Phantom closed, the Sunday Herald Sun
reported that around 300 000 people had
paid $25 million to see it.
In the next issue of On Stage, Ralph
Marsden will commence his chronicle of the
Melbourne’s great Theatre Royal.

n

The Phantom of the Opera, 2007
–as popular as ever!

For the Princess, 2006 was another bad

After this closure—apart from a single

year, open only for a fortnight from 21 June

concert date in September 2003—the

for a 16-show season of Swan Lake on Ice.

Princess was left dark for over 16 months,

This featured ‘26 Olympic, World, European

the longest period in its history.

and National Championship Skaters’ and was

On 2 April 2004 it reopened for the first
preview of the eagerly awaited Broadway hit

ON STAGE

timed to catch the school holiday dollar.
The year 2007 began ominously with
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I

t has been a pleasure to

Magic nights
at the Princess

read Ralph Marsden’s
detailed account of the

many shows and artists who
performed at the Princess over
the years. His research brought
back so many happy memories
of shows seen there. He has of

Veteran magician Gerald Taylor conjures up
memories of some remarkable illusionists.

As Ralph Marsden mentions, The

spectacular effect commences with

1929. A lot of originality was shown in his

a number of people on stage. The

production: the first half consisting of a

Amazing Mr Rooklyn’s magical revue A

magician opens and closes a fan.

number of magical playlets featuring

Night of Pink Champagne, opened on

From it spouts a small fountain of

illusions in the setting and dress of

29 April 1954. This was an attractive

water. This he transfers to anything

various countries of the world, such

show, with scenery designed to embellish

or person he touches, including the

as India (The Indian Rope Trick),

the many illusions presented.

blade of a sword to the top of a

China, Egypt, etc.

bald-headed man. At the conclusion,

His feature illusion was Sawing a

The Spiked Cell was a featured

Person in Half, and it was a very much

water, enhanced by coloured

illusion. In it an assistant stood upright

lighting, is spraying from every

in a metal cabinet. When a wheel was

object and person on the stage.

turned at the rear, the whole of the back

box to cover the assistant, and a large

panel, mounted with steel spikes, moved

circular saw whined, as it visibly cut

the Princess in 1875. He had been

forward and protruded through the

through the fearless young lady

conjuring, I thought On Stage

prominent in Great Britain and on

corresponding holes in the steel front

lying on the platform.

readers might be interested to

the Continent and was a cultured

door. A small panel was opened showing

know about some of the

man with a slightly humorous

the assistant’s face, while at the same time

Princess on 2 August 1975. It was

notable magicians who have

manner. He returned in 1882

her body had been pierced by the spikes.

actually a musical woven around a

course concentrated on
musicals and plays.
Having spent a lifetime

Herr Tolmaque performed at

either performing or being
associated with magicians and

helped to keep open the doors

performing in a small way; he died

of the Princess Theatre.

sometime before 1910.
His grave is in the Melbourne

Before we begin, however,

General Cemetery.

let me explain that an ‘illusion’ is

Carter the Great (Charles

a term for a large scale magical

Joseph Carter) played the Princess

effect, such as a floating lady,

mysterious illusions. It had an
11-week season. The original

cell. He was 100 per cent professional in

show opened on Broadway in

assisting to make the performance a

1974 and eventually ran for 1253

success.

performances which, at the

As Ralph Marsden detailed in Part 7 of

evening magic show, making eight

his history of the Princess, the New

world tours from1907 to 1936.

Zealand hypnotist Franquin (Francis Harry

been changed to the Royal

1907 no Melbourne theatre was

Amphitheatre in February 1856,

available; he played at the Palace

longest running New York
musicals of its decade.
The songs were written by Stephen

occasions—in 1950, 1954 and 1957.

Schwartz, who also wrote the songs for

Every season he played to capacity

a performer billed as Professor

while in Sydney. He came again in

Eagle played there from 5 May.

1910, 1920, 1924, 1927 and 1934.

display on many evenings.

His real name was Barnardo

Franquin, July 1957: Still packing the Princess,

His show at the Princess included a

With a one-man show, minimal

Eagle (he was not a real

although the 12 months were not consecutive!

caged girl who changed into a lion.

overhead, and his sell-out performances

For readers interested in Carter,

time, made it one of the

Quinn), played at the Princess on three

business, with the ‘House Full’ sign on

professor!), and he had started

young magician and his

Graham Kennedy was the person inside the

After the name of the original

On his first visit to Australia in

The Magic Show opened at the

Spiked Cell on In Melbourne Tonight—and

in 1920. He had an elaborate full

Amphitheatre of 1851, had

Maurice Rooklyn did not use a

Back in the late 1960s, I presented the

rather than a small close-up item.
theatre on the site, Astley’s

updated version.

Pippin and Godspell. It made a star of
the young magician Doug
Henning (Douglas James
Henning), and created a great deal
of interest in magic.

all over Australia during those years,

Aztec Services and Michael

Pepper came to Melbourne in 1879 and

the novel Carter Beats the Devil (2001) is a

Franquin surely must rate as one of

While not the most famous of English

presented this famous illusion, among other

work of fiction woven around

the most successful entertainers ever

magicians, here he was, accompanied by

scientifically-styled items, at St George’s Hall

his career.

to perform in Australia—and he

23-year-old American magician by

certainly did entertain his audiences.

the name of Larry Anderson.

his career in the fairgrounds of England.

his daughter Georgiana, performing in
Melbourne. He came back in 1861.
The famous Pepper’s Ghost stage
illusion was presented in 1864 at the

in Bourke Street.
The illusion can still be seen today. The

The first person to produce a lion in an
illusion act on stage in Australia was the

The last ‘Great’ opened at the

best example of it is in the ballroom scene

magician Gustave Fasola. He performed in

Princess on 2 October 1952 and

of the Haunted Mansion in Disneyland,

Melbourne at the Tivoli in 1911; the lion

played there until 26 November

had been borrowed from the Melbourne Zoo.

1952. He was The Great Virgil

Princess’s Theatre and Opera House (as it

California, where ghost-like figures waltz

was called then). It is presumed it was a

around the room. If you saw Opera

There was a great deal of publicity when

Edgley International produced it
here. The star was a tall, personable

He was perfectly cast—an
accomplished magician, and an asset
to the show.
Of course, Melbourne has seen

(Virgil Harris Mulkey), an

many other great magicians, especially
during the period 1900–1950.

feature of the Electro-Biology lecture that

Australia’s production of Alcina at the State

‘Wallace’, as the lion was known, wandered

American magician who was

Ralph Marsden mentions.

Theatre last year, you saw a modified

onto the stage in the middle of the show.

then making a world tour.

Their ranks include Harry Houdini,

His show was colourful,

Chung Ling Soo, Howard Thurston,

The illusion captivated London in 1862

version of Pepper’s Ghost used in the scene

When the pandemonium had subsided, it

and was a sensation wherever it was presented.

where writhing human figures were moving

was found that he had escaped from the

entertaining, and there was no

Horace Goldin, Dante (Harry Jansen) and
Levante, but they mainly appeared at the
Tivoli, the King’s and the Palace.

It featured real and then ghost-like figures

while suspended on the backcloth, with no

theatre. After much searching, he was

shortage of baffling illusions to

which slowly appeared and vanished in full

visible means of support.

discovered, resting, in a lane near the back

enthral the audience.

view on stage. It was originally presented at

On 29 December 1867 the Dragon

After a profitable season

of the theatre!

at the Princess he opened two days later—

the Royal Polytechnic Institution in London

Troupe played at the Princess. The

by the chief lecturer and later director

company consisted of Japanese acrobats,

Nicola the Great (William Mozart Nicol),

28 November—at the Plaza Theatre in

Professor (yes, a real professor!) John Henry

jugglers, butterfly fanners and a magician

opened on 8 April 1939 at the Princess with

Northcote. He ran there until13 December,

Pepper.

by the name of Gengero. His feature item

his elaborate show. He had previously

following which he made a tour of

Programs: Franquin, 1954 and Virgil, Magicana

Magical Nights in the Theatre, edited and

was the Water Fountain illusion. This

played in Melbourne in 1911, 1922 and

country Victoria.

1952.

published by Gerald Taylor in 1980.

It is interesting to note that Professor
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Another top-line performer of his day,
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The fascinating history of magic in Melbourne
is chronicled in Charles Waller’s definitive
n
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All the world’s a stage
Australia: Melbourne

university, questions why

Palace coup

the museum should be
simply because it is close

the operators of the fire-razed Palace nightclub

to the faculty. She says, ‘It

in St Kilda have taken over the former Metro

is common knowledge

Melbourne at the top of Bourke Street. And,

that the university has a

they’ve renamed it the Palace Theatre—doubly

sad history of shabby

appropriate, as it’s a reminder of their previous

treatment of the Granger

premises and their new venue’s theatrical

Museum, even when

history: it was the Palace Theatre from 1916

Grainger

to 1934.

was alive.’
that: ‘It was intervention

major renovations to restore many of the

from international

theatre’s original features. This includes

luminaries such as André

removal of the silver cladding at the front of

Previn, Leonard

the building, and restoration of art deco

Bernstein and Benjamin

features.

Britten that prevented

‘Since the 1980s, the Metro Melbourne

the glass wall on Level 1, relocating the

building to deteriorate to

central bar on the ground floor to the side of

discouraging pest birds at Flemington

a point where its closure was necessary in

the building, raising the floor level at the

racecourse and at the nearby Melbourne

2003.’

Cricket Ground.

Australia: Melbourne
Grainger danger
Serious doubts have arisen regarding the

Professor Glyn Davis, University of
Melbourne, Victoria 3010. For further
information, see media references at: http://
uninews.unimelb.edu.au/articleid_1028.html

intentions of the University of Melbourne
over the future of its unique Grainger
Museum—and the $1.9m that it had
committed for a major restoration (see On
Stage, Winter 2007).
The university is now believed to be
considering a series of options. One suggests

Australia: Melbourne
Falcon hell for cockies
It grabs the attention, the Arts Centre spire,
both human and feathered.
Latest admirers of the spire, a flock of

that half the Museum space be allocated to

around a dozen sulphur crested cockatoos,

the Faculty of Music for post graduate

adore it so much it’s cost over $70 000 to

student study space; another gives the entire
space to the faculty for study purposes; and

repair their tough love.
But that was before Bibi the peregrine

a third proposes the construction of a two-

falcon and Zorro the wedge-tailed eagle

storey building attached to the rear of the

were given the job of protecting the spire,

building, again for study use. The original

and it seems to have worked.

comprehensive restoration plan

After two weeks tethered to the spire,

commissioned by the university from

the two were joined by audio tapes of

heritage consultants Lovell Chen is now but

distressed cockatoos and later still, by a

one option.

flock of trained raptors provided by Full

Dr Belinda Nemec, an alumnus and
Cultural Collections co-ordinator at the
Page 34

Flight, a conservation organisation.
Similar programs were successful in

term strategic management, be transferred to

public office has now been appointed

where it is necessary to protect part of our

another arm of government. The trust would

Ambassador for Ageing.’

cultural history and heritage then, yes, we

retain day-to-day use and management

will use them,’ Ms Bligh told reporters.

responsibility of the centre. The proposal
of the centre’s $28m debt to the SA government.

Mrs Elliot called Mrs May’s attack ‘personal
and scathing’. She added: ‘My message is
clear—Noeline Brown has made a significant
contribution to Australian cultural life and

objected to the closure of the theatre and a

The centre’s operating position over

protest group on the internet site Facebook

many years has been adversely affected by

has attracted more than 2000 members.

the debts of the past, including the original

planks as a working actress and patron of

$20m building debt, which has remained on

charity. She is the epitome of healthy and

the trust’s balance sheet since the 1970s. The

positive ageing. She is a great Australian—

which Brisbane misses because the city lacks

with the forgiveness of debt, would mean

a suitable venue. ‘The Heritage Council has

that in future the trust’s financial statements

already ordered that the historic foyer be

would reflect its core business of programming

preserved,’ he said, ‘but what is the use of

and presenting.

having the foyer without the theatre operating?’

chosen to allow the

should be addressed to the Vice-Chancellor,

be used for this purpose very often, but

provide a venue for many of the major shows proposed transfer of the assets, combined

will enhance the live aspects. We’re removing

proposal to restore the building as a museum

surprised to learn someone who had run for

theatre could be built on the site. This would

The university has

candidate for the NSW Parliament in 1999 and
2003, and though she was unsuccessful I was

Rush has suggested that a new lyric

also held live events. Our current renovations

of Noeline Brown. ‘She stood as a Labor

together with responsibility for their long-

A number of high-profile figures, including follows the recently announced ‘forgiveness’

building in the 1970s.

lighting poles to vastly improve sightlines.’

The trustees have proposed to the SA
government that its land and buildings,

actors Geoffrey Rush and Bille Brown, have

has been predominantly a nightclub which

Letters of support for the Lovell Chen

of its ‘New Directions’ artistic vision.

‘I don’t anticipate that these powers will

demolition of the

rear of ground floor, and removing internal

time the State’s new Integrated Planning Act
a development.

She went on to note

said: ‘As new owners we have undertaken

to enable it to place more emphasis on managing appointment of an Ambassador for Ageing, she
the development, marketing and presentation said she had ‘reservations’ about the suitability

would be used to direct a council to act on

targeted as a ‘study hall’

As foreshadowed in On Stage Winter 2007,

A spokesman for the new management

Following a wave of public protest,
Premier Anna Bligh said that for the first

deserves our respect.
‘She turns 70 in October and still strides the

full stop.’

Australia: Perth
Getting to know her

The proposed restructure would not

Did you know that

Ms Bligh said she was impressed with the involve staff reduction or redeployment.
protesters’ dedication and passion and had
her own fond memories of the theatre.
‘I certainly remember seeing many
movies there when I was younger,’ she said.
‘It dates me to say I saw Star Wars and

Australia: Brisbane

the Blues Brothers there.’

Rush for the Regent
It’s a situation that has echoes of the ‘Save the
Regent’ battle fought in Melbourne many
years ago: battle lines have been drawn in
Brisbane over the proposed redevelopment of
the iconic Regent Theatre in Queen Street
(above).
The Spanish-Gothic style Regent was
designed by Charles Hollinshed (best known
in Melbourne for his work on the Comedy
and Her Majesty’s) and was part of Hoyts’
nation-wide Regent cinema chain. It opened
in November 1929.
Despite protests from the National Trust,
the classified auditorium was gutted in 1978.
It was replaced by a complex of four cinemas,
in one of which some of the original décor
was reused. Only the grand entrance foyer
survived intact. It is on the Queensland’s

Australia: Sydney

spot on the advisory board of the Alex Buzo

to erect a 38-storey office tower on the site.
This would necessitate demolishing what
remains of the auditorium and incorporating
the foyer into the new building.
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English governess

Festival Centre, as demonstrated by its

who achieved

recent new funding for programming and

immortality in

capital works: $9.25m over four years to

Rodgers and

implement the ‘New Directions’ program

Hammerstein’s

and $8m towards a refurbishment of the

musical The King and I,

Dunstan Playhouse.

had strong links with Western Australia?
Gerald Foley, a Senior Archivist at the WA

Australia: Canberra
Ageing gracefully
The federal

the late playwright’s daughter, Emma, to

government has

produce, promote and perpetuate the work

appointed actress

of Buzo, who died in 2006.

Noeline Brown as

Carr’s fellow board members are Linda

Australia’s first

Bathur, Emma Buzo, Deborah Franco, Wayne

Ambassador for

Harrison, David Hill, Roy Masters, Aarne

Ageing.

Neeme, George Newhouse, Alana Valentine,

The federal

John Ward, Barbara Warren and David

government

Williamson.

created the position

The company’s first projects are a tour of

State Records Office, and Alfred Habegger, an
American biographer, have been researching
the Leonowens story for a forthcoming book.

Company, the theatre company started by

to ensure that older Australians have a strong

Norm and Ahmed and a season of The Marginal voice, a direct link into government and a
Farm in Sydney in August.
person to promote positive and active ageing.
Minister for Ageing, Mrs Justine Elliot,

Heritage Register.
Developers Multiplex and ISPT planned

quintessential 19th

the long-term sustainability of the Adelaide

Carr service
Former NSW Premier Bob Carr has won a

Anna Leonowens, the

The government remains committed to

Anna and her husband, Thomas, lived in
Perth and Lynton, near Port Gregory, from
1853 to 1857. Their two children were born in
WA and Anna tried to open a private school in
Perth—which was the first sign of her future
career.
At the time a brief expansion of the convict
system produced great stresses in the colonial
bureaucracy, and Thomas, as a mid-level
employee, was involved in serious conflicts.
These were exacerbated by his aggressive
personality and strong opinions on social
issues. Thomas was outspoken on social issues,
and records suggest he was fully aware of his
wife’s mixed-race Anglo-Indian ancestry.

Australia: Adelaide

described Ms Brown as an Australian icon.

Something for nothing?

She also called on shadow spokesperson for the

origins, reinventing herself as an English

Ageing Margaret May to apologise for criticising

governess. She also covered up her years in

The Adelaide Festival Centre Trust has
announced a proposed financial restructure
Autumn 2008

After Thomas’ death, Anna concealed her

Ms Brown’s selection as a ‘political appointment’. WA, claiming instead to have lived in St
James’s Square in London.
Though Mrs May welcomed the
Page 35
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Australia: Port Macquarie
Glasshouse gripes

Gavin Harris and John Witte:

The New South Wales government has
dismissed the Port Macquarie—Hastings
Council over the alarmingly escalating cost
of the Glasshouse arts centre, which is
being built in the heart of the holiday town
of Port Macquarie.
The project, which includes a 600-seat
theatre, an art gallery and convention
facilities, was originally budgeted at $6m.
By February this year, when the council
was sacked, the cost had blown out to
$40m, though with interest payments, the
final cost could be as high as $66m.
To compound the problem,
to open this year, but now the opening has
Safe Anchorage
The Anchorage estate at 3273 Point
Nepean Road, Sorrento (above), once
owned by theatrical entrepreneur and
founder of Sorrento George Coppin, has sold
for $8.05m.
Built for Coppin in 1873, the house is a
remarkably intact Victorian symmetrical
villa constructed in limestone, on the clifftop, overlooking the bay. It sits on about
0.267ha of established grounds with

panoramic Bay views from Sorrento pier to
Arthurs Seat and beyond.
George Coppin was responsible for the
initial development of Sorrento. He
encouraged investment in the area and
promoted it as a resort town by building
the Continental Hotel, the Sorrento Baths
the tramway linking the pier to the Back
Beach (for surfing) and also the Ocean
Beach Amphitheatre.
The property is one of the oldest and
most intact residences in the Sorrento area
of Melbourne’s Mornington Peninsular.

Camp as a Row of Tents: The Life and
Times of Sydney’s Camp Social Clubs
This is a fascinating exploration of the
people who ran, worked in, performed at
and patronised Sydney’s vibrant ’60s and

been deferred to early 2009.

Pride History Group, Sydney, 2006. 32 pp.

2169, Murray Bridge, SA 5255.

keyboards and playing violins for the

Pushing the pram

entertainment of our admirers’. And, as this
book admirably demonstrates, she certainly
practised what she preached.
Penguin, 2008. 448 pp. RRP $49.95

Platinum power

The sun has never set on
the Empire

I Am Melba—A Biography
In this long-awaited, definitive biography,

Australian, using previously untapped
archival resources.
Black Inc., 2008. 336 pp RRP $32.95

Behind the podium

new wave of theatre that challenged the
‘cultural cringe’. Setting out to ‘make it

studded Sydney talent competition, published

Australian, make it local, tell our story’, they

to celebrate its 75th anniversary.

nurtured the talents of a generation of

Sydney Eisteddfod, 2008. RRP HC
$49.95, SC $34.95.
Details: www.sydneyeisteddfod.com.au;

spiced with many anecdotes and much
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and Jack Hibberd.

info@sydneyeisteddfod.com.au

Unfolding a tragedy

Gus
goss

Remember how The Age

Empire Theatre, Toowoomba, 2007. 40 pp.

Heath Ledger—His Beautiful Life

viciously disembowelled

relocated or cancelled. Included in the

$13, including postage.

schedule is The Wharf Revue, Menopause—The
Musical and OzOpera’s Madame Butterfly.

Available from PO Box 1227,
Toowoomba, Queensland 4350.

The project architects are Tonkin
Zulaikha Greer, with Entertech and Arup
Acoustic providing specialist input.
Compiled with thanks to Paul Dellit, Ivan

The keys to Hephzibah
Jacqueline Kent:
An Exacting Heart

King, Dr Ros McMillan and Max Morrison.n

and          Mysterious Death

Cabaret at the Princess a

With the world at his feet and a film-stealing

few years ago? Well, on

turn in the new Batman movie there was

6 April, The Sunday Age

worldwide shock and disbelief when the news

continued this odious tradition with a snide,

broke that Heath Ledger had been found

supercilious review of Guys and Dolls.

dead in his New York apartment on 22 January

It had opened the previous evening,

2008. This book presents his tragic story but

which makes me wonder whether the

has several glaring errors of fact and

reviewer, John Bailey, was actually there:

spelling in its first half, showing a rush to
publish.
Blake Publishing, 2008. 288 pp. RRP
$28

‘Gamblers, goons and God botherers:
not the latest Melbourne series to be
commissioned by a TV network, but a brief
synopsis of the Broadway classic Guys and
Dolls. Still, if it were a TV drama, it would

A genius awaits

gossip; he also casts a wry eye over some of
his fellow conductors.

Anthony Meredith and Paul Harris:

Exisle Publishing, 2008. 240 pp. RRP

Malcolm Williamson: A Mischievous Muse

$34.95

A sweeping, detailed, warts-and-all
biography of the only Australian to have
been Master of the King’s/Queen’s Music.

Confined to camp

Williamson died in 2003. He was a

Gavin Harris and John Witte:

complex and often difficult genius, and

Camp Nites: Sydney’s Emerging Drag
Scene    in the ’60s

much of his music awaits rediscovery.
Brilliant pianist and humanist Hephzibah Menuhin,

A well researched and interestingly

whose life is documented in Jacqueline Kent’s

illustrated history of legendary institutions

new book, An Exacting Heart.

Purple Onion, and the colourful drag

hearted look at the staid world of opera,

Gillies, David Williamson, Graeme Blundell

play at Glasshouse this year have had to be

Losing the Plot in Opera: Myths and

member) Brian Castles-Onion offers a light-

writers and performers including Max

John McShane:

like Les Girls, The Jewel Box and the

Well-known Australian conductor (and VTT

history of Australian theatre. This radical

community arts centre.

Brian Castles-Onion:
Secrets   of the World’s Great Operas

most fruitful and explosive eras in the

touring and local productions booked to

Ann Blainey captures the exuberance,
controversy and pathos of a remarkable

A challenging new insight into one of the

The first volume of a history of the star-

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
Ann Blainey:

Factory and New Wave Theatre

new performing collective inaugurated a

Empire Theatre, January 1958–January 1960

First reading
Melba’s return

Make It Australian: The APG, the Pram

The Eisteddfod Story, 1933–1941

Life in the Operating Box—A Glimpse of the

this early provincial cinema into a vibrant

Gabrielle Wolf:

Dr Jennie Lees:

Available from GPO Box 415, Sydney
2006 or www.pridehistorygroup.org.au

Available from Robert Perry, PO Box

have a bigger job in life than hitting

RRP $9.95

The inside story of the transformation of

This has meant that a number of

years. Nevertheless, she insisted that ‘…we

’70s gay hotels and clubs.

Keith Hoffmann:

construction is well behind schedule. It was

Australia: Sorrento

More nights in camp

performers they nurtured.
Pride History Group, Sydney, 2006. 24
pp. RRP $8
Available from GPO Box 415, Sydney
2006 or www.pridehistorygroup.org.au

ON STAGE

A long overdue biography of Hephzibah
Menuhin, the brilliant but deeply troubled
pianist, sister of the great Yehudi. Hephzibah
spent much of her life in Australia and
contributed significantly to musical life in
Melbourne and Sydney in the post-war
Autumn 2008

Omnibus Press, 2007. 534 pp. RRP $60

Ladieees and gentlemen…
Terry Wilksch and Robert Perry:
Sawdust and Heartaches
The behind-the-scenes story of a man who,
with his brother and parents, operated one
of Australia’s best-known circuses for 35 years.
Privately published, 2008. 204 pp. $45,

probably feature the same faces who turned
up at last night’s Princess Theatre première.
Nothing fills a foyer like a musical.
‘The show has an important historical
place for the post-war American musical
but this is an unreconstructed view of a
troublingly pre-feminist world in which a
drunken cat fight can act as catalyst for a
woman’s sexual liberation.
‘Though it might be one of the most
loved of Broadway musicals, it’s a shallow,
insubstantial one. The characters are
caricatures, the situation stock.
‘You’ll have to squint through the sepia
tones to at least get some nostalgic
enjoyment from this one.’
Perhaps Mr Bailey should have been
cast as a crapshooter…
- Gus, the theatre cat n

including postage.
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Stage to screen

Winging it

Four important film projects which began on stage are now before the cameras.

Despite accusations of plagiarism (or perhaps because of it), The Squire travelled successfully to the
Australian colonies, reports Elisabeth Kumm in Part 3 of her account of A.W.Pinero in Australia.

Bran Nue film

years. Writing and plans for the soundtrack
are now in progress.

A film version of the landmark indigenous

‘This Melba film is the next audacious

Australian musical Bran Nue Dae has received

step following the Foundation’s historic

funding from the Film Finance Corporation.

recording of Wagner’s Ring Cycle with The

Written by Jimmy Chi and his band

State Opera of South Australia,’ Melba

mates from Kuckles, Bran Nue Dae was the

Foundation ambassador Gough Whitlam

first Aboriginal musical when it premièred

said. ‘It is an important film about a

at the 1990 Festival of Perth. It tells the

quintessentially Australian subject. Nellie

story of Willy and Old Uncle Tadpole who

Melba was the most famous Australian of

flee the city to embark on a journey of

her time. A contemporary film of her life is

personal discovery.

long overdue.’

The musical broke new ground in

Melba was portrayed by Glenda Raymond

celebrating the ability of the indigenous

and Patricia Kennedy in the 1940s’ Crawford

community to laugh at itself at the same
time as reclaiming their spiritual identity. It

Star of Bran Nue Dae, Ernie Dingo.

Productions radio series The Melba Story, by
Patrice Munsel in Horizon Pictures’ 1953

kicked off the careers of indigenous

film Melba, and by Linda Cropper in the

P

inero’s first ‘serious’ play, The Squire,

Far From the Madding Crowd for production.

was premièred at the St James’s

The play was rejected and the manuscript

Marion Terry and Charles Kelly in Liverpool,

Despite a strong cast that included

Theatre, London, on 29 December

mislaid, but the details of the plot were not

and Mrs Bernard Beere and Charles Kelly in

1881, with Madge Kendal as Kate Verity, a

forgotten by Mrs Kendal. With apparently

London, it was not considered a success, and

female squire who inadvertently enters into

no recollection of the source, she related

a bigamous marriage when she learns that

the story to Pinero, and as Pinero was

was not produced again in England beyond
the initial two seasons.2 Although initially

Lieutenant Eric Thorndyke, the man she

unfamiliar with Hardy’s novel, Mrs

well received in Liverpool, London

has secretly married, already has a wife; a

Kendal’s story was enthusiastically

audiences were not so enthusiastic. As the

situation made even more untenable when

embraced as the basis for a new play.

critic for Theatre observed: ‘Provincial

she discovers that she is pregnant. Mrs

When Pinero’s play opened in London

audiences very properly applauded it. It suits

Kendal’s strong emotional acting

a miscellaneous rather than a select

made it one of her most

audience; whilst on the other hand

enduring characterisations.

The Squire appeals to spectators of

The story resembles Thomas

somewhat refined taste and a

Hardy’s novel Far From the

company gifted with a sensitive

Madding Crowd (1874), and at the

power of absorption and

time of the play’s first production

appreciation. The two plays do not

Pinero was accused of plagiarism.

clash with one another in the least.

performers such as Ernie Dingo, John Moore,

Chi Cao, considered one of the world’s top

Ningali Lawford and Stephen Albert, and

dancers. Born in China, he trained at the

became WA’s most successful theatrical export.

Beijing Dance Academy and the Royal

Big Top goes big screen

The $6.5 million production will be

Ballet School, joining the Birmingham

The play proved a big success,

Although derived from the same

filmed in Broome with the large cast headed

Royal Ballet in 1995 and progressing

The colourful milieu of Australian circus is

however, running for 170

source, an effort is required to

by Ernie Dingo and directed by Rachel Perkins,

quickly to become a principal artist in

the setting for Red Dust to Colours, a family-

consecutive performances, but

make them similar —one as a

daughter of the late Aboriginal activist

2002. Chi’s superb technique won him the

oriented feature film conceived by Robert

the charge of plagiarism hanging

pastoral play; the other as a miniature

Charlie Perkins.

gold medal in 1998 at the prestigious Varna

Bruce and Teresa Matvejs.

over it considerably diminished

melodrama. One suits a select

Pinero’s enjoyment of his first

audience in London; the other is wellplaced in the provinces.’3

‘The play and its music have been loved
by many people for 20 years and in adapting

ballet competitions.
Australian Ballet dancer Chengwu Guo

the work I feel privileged to be collaborating

plays Li Cunxin as a teenager and Huang

with its creator, Jimmy Chi,’ Perkins said. ‘I

Wen Bin, from Beijing, portrays him as a boy.

feel at once terrified and exhilarated by the

Mao’s Last Dancer is being filmed in

prospect of bringing Australia’s first Black

Australia, the US and China. The international

musical to the screen’.

cast also includes Kyle McLachlan, Joan

Perkins wrote the script with Reg Cribb,

Chen and Jack Thompson. Chinese-

who wrote last year’s highly acclaimed Last

American actress Chen, who starred in the

Train to Freo from his own stage play. Jimmy

Australian film The Home Song Stories last

Chi will supervise the music and Stephen

year, plays Li’s mother, while Desperate

Page, artistic director of the Bangarra Dance

Housewives’ Kyle McLachlan has been cast

Theatre, will choreograph.

as a lawyer. Thompson plays a judge, and

Dance odyssey

Aden Young plays a friend of Li’s.

A film version of Li Cunxin’s inspirational
autobiography Mao’s Last Dancer is being
directed by Bruce Beresford. Li Cunxin’s
amazing journey started amidst the chaos of
Mao’s Cultural Revolution, and took him

Featured dancers include Australian Ballet
principal artist Madeleine Eastoe and former
Australian Ballet principal artists Camilla
Vergotis and Steven Heathcote.
Graeme Murphy is choreographer.

1987 Australian TV miniseries Melba.

Bruce has spent many years working
with circuses in the USA, Mexico and

long run.
As Mrs Kendal recalled: ‘[It]

Australia, and is currently ringmaster and

Stottlar’s examination of the

resident clown, ‘Archie’, of Lennon Brothers’

was unquestionably one of the

two plays reveals Pinero’s play to

Circus. Matvejs is a writer and poet and is

greatest triumphs of the Hare

be the superior work. He describes

studying Film and Television at Bond

and Kendal management and

Pinero’s as being ‘less stilted’ and

University on the Gold Coast. The film will

created a phrase which was

more naturalistic, and free from

be developed in partnership with Snow

current for a long time in the

many of the melodramatic

Business Productions’ Gary Mitchell and

newspapers that it “wafted the

elements present in the Hardy–

Dennis De Cicco.

scent of the hay over the

Carr play, such as a burning

footlights, so perfect a picture
was it of country life”.’1

hayrick, a scheming villain, a

Red Dust to Colours will trace Archie’s
fall from grace and eventual triumph over

vengeful madman, a suicide, and a

The circumstance as to why

adversity with the help and strength of his

murder, so as to make it

American granddaughter, Faith—plus a little

Pinero’s play was so like Hardy’s

indistinguishable from the

Aboriginal magic. It’s set predominantly in

novel has been much discussed

the Cloncurry–Mount Isa—Tennant Creek

by theatre historians. The most

hundreds of other plays bearing
the same trademarks.4

area, but will also use locations in California

thorough examination seems to be James F.

and South East Queensland.

Stottlar’s ‘Hardy vs. Pinero: two stage

W.H.Kendal as Lieutenant Thorndyke and
Mrs Kendal as Kate Verity in The Squire.

In Theatre, Clement Scott acknowledges
the similarities between the two plays,

Bruce will play Archie and LA-based

versions of Far From the Madding Crowd’,

gymnast and stunt performer Kara Peteresen

which was published in Theatre Survey in

it came as something of a shock to Hardy. He

novel does not spoil our enjoyment of the

immediately sent letters of protest to the

play. I believe that it heightens it, and

noting: ‘….a previous acquaintance of the

from humble peasant origins to freedom and

A Melba encore

has been cast as Faith. The director, Jordana

November 1977. Stottlar suggests that when

personal triumph in Australia.

Melbourne-based Melba Recordings and its

Capra, is also American (though no relation

Pinero was commissioned by Messrs Hare

newspapers, prompting a flurry of

probably Mr Pinero, with his knowledge of

associated Melba Foundation have announced

to the legendary director Frank Capra).

and Kendal to write a play for the St James’s

correspondence. It also impelled Hardy

stagecraft, has done more with the subject

Theatre, Mrs Kendal offered him an idea

and Carr to dust off their old manuscript and

that Mr Hardy could ever have done.

for a plot.

set about mounting a production of their

The book is now in its 32nd reprint, has
been translated into several languages and

plans for a major feature film on the life of

also into Braille for the sight impaired. It has

Dame Nellie.

Negotiations for potential shooting
locations have commenced and scouting for

Melba Foundation’s executive Maria

talent is under way. The Australian circus

most recently, China. The adult Li Cunxin

Vandamme is executive producer of the film,

community will provide props, costumes,

is played by Royal Ballet Principal Dancer

which has been in development for eight

tents and circus acts.

sold in more than 20 countries including
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A year previously, Thomas Hardy (in
n
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‘He has given us persons, not sketches:

own. This opened in Liverpool on 27

his characters are flesh and blood, and his

collaboration with J. Comyns Carr) had

February 1882 and in London on 29 April

offered Hare and Kendal an adaptation of

1882.

dialogue is, from first to last, admirable, and
the very thing that the stage requires.’5 *

Autumn 2008
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Pinero’s play was also praised by William

completely altered with Maggie Knight

Archer in his English Dramatists of To-day,

being promoted to the role of Kate, and

published in 1882. Although he accuses

Wybert Reeve taking on that of Thorndyke.

Pinero of ‘sentimentalising’ in the last act, he
found the work ‘a great advance upon Mr
Pinero’s previous efforts’.6 The play also had
its detractors (aside from Hardy). Playwright
Sydney Grundy apparently loathed the play,

Gilbert Hythe: James Carden		
Lieutenant Thorndyke: Wybert Reeve

In Australia, the first production of this
play was staged by Wybert Reeve, who was
also responsible for the first colonial
representation of The Money Spinner some 15
months earlier. The Squire had its first
performance at the Bijou Theatre, Melbourne,
on 30 June 1883. According to advertisements,
the ‘Beautiful Scenery by Mr G Perriman’ was
based on the ‘London models’ and included
‘all the business and effects, as played with
enormous success for over 300 nights’.8
Although produced by Wybert Reeve,
he did not appear in the play. The leading
characters were taken by:
Gilbert Hythe: Mr H.N.Douglas
Lieutenant Thorndyke: Frank Cates
The Rev. Paul Dormer: Edwin Palmer
Izod Haggerston: Mr J.W. Foley
Christiana Haggerston: Maggie Knight
Kate Verity: Jenny Watt-Tanner
Reviewers praised Pinero’s play, but
accused the actors of staginess, especially
Jenny Watt-Tanner and H.N.Douglas. Miss
Watt-Tanner was obviously nervous and ‘the
spontaneousness and simplicity which should
characterise such a part as Kate Verity’ was
missing, and, ‘instead of the dramatist’s
charming creation, you have Miss WattTanner’. Mr Douglas was admonished for
his ‘unnatural’ and ‘irritating’ delivery: ‘If
Mr H.N.Douglas’s elocution were of the
same quality as his voice, he would be a
much more agreeable actor.’ On the other
hand, the acting of Frank Cates and Maggie
Knight was praised. Miss Knight’s performance
as the gipsy girl was described as being ‘one
of the best and most consistently played
characters in the piece’.9
On its first production The Squire played for
only six performances. The following April,
when it was staged at the Gaiety Theatre in
Sydney, 18 consecutive performances were
given. On this occasion, the cast was
Page 40

as the decade drew to a close she was

toured America in 1890 and 1892.

and Churchward, the B & B’s resident

3 Theatre (London), 1 April 1882, p. 246.

scenic artists. The principal roles were taken

be they in straightforward dramas or in serious

4 Stottlar, p 32.

Chronicle of Comedy and Drama, 1869-

by: Gilbert Hythe: George Ireland		

(rather than farcical) comedies, such as The

5 Theatre (London), 1 February 1882, p 109.

1914, Oxford University Press, New

Lieutenant Thorndyke: Mr G.S.Titheradge

Squire. In later years she faced further

6 William Archer, English dramatists of

York, 1994

The Rev. Paul Dormer:

Mr A.R.Lawrence

Christiana Haggerston: Lucia Harwood

challenges when given the opportunity to

7 Whitebrook, William Archer, p 53.

Mrs Tanqueray and The Notorious Mrs Ebbsmith.

8 The Argus, 30 June 1883, p 6.

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

Kate Verity: Florence Brough 		

   Miss Marston Leigh

Although The Argus reviewer rather

Footnotes:

Maggie Knight: Kate Verity

unkindly compared Mrs Brough’s portrayal

1 Madge Kendal, p. 144.

of Kate to that of Mrs Kendal’s, deciding in

2 The Hardy–Carr play was produced at

resulted in a more rounded and polished
production; Maggie Knight was commended
for her portrayal of Kate:
‘The pathos and naturalness of Miss
Knight’s acting was acknowledged by
many rounds of applause and several
recalls; and the little womanly artifices
and flashes of wit which occur in the
lighter scenes evoked very hearty
laughter. Miss Maggie Knight does her
work thoroughly and well, and evinces
genuine talent unmarred by any trace
of staginess, which promises well for
her future.’10

Brough-Boucicault
Comedy Company
The Brough-Boucicault Comedy Company
had been established in 1886, a partnership
between Robert Brough and Dion Boucicault
Junior, two actors who originally came to
Australia under separate engagements to
Williamson, Garner and Musgrove.
With their own company the main
objective was not only to entertain but to
educate playgoers wherever possible.

sophisticated material and were developing
a reputation for their carefully staged and
acted productions.
Their association with Pinero became
absolute when sometime between 1889 and
1893 they negotiated the colonial rights to
all of his plays.
On 17 November 1888, the BroughBoucicault Comedy Company staged The
Squire for the first time at the Bijou Theatre
in Melbourne. This was presented by
arrangement with Wybert Reeve, who still
held the colonial rights for the play.

by      Herself, John Murray, London, 1933

11 The Sydney Morning Herald, 4 November
1889, p 4.

on 17 April 1882, with Clara Morris as

Bibliography:

nights. When the B & Bs produced the play

Bathsheba, but was withdrawn after only

in Sydney, at the Criterion Theatre on

a fortnight. The Squire on the other hand

The Argus (Melbourne)

2 November 1889, the reviewer in The Sydney

ran for over two months at Daly’s Theatre,

Morning Herald did not have the ‘benefit’ of

opening on 10 October 1882 with Ada

having seen Mrs Kendal in the role, and was

Rehan as Kate. The Kendals also included

Brough that she succeeded so well as she
did on Saturday. If she erred at all, it was in
being too soft and obliging where she
womanly throughout. She showed all the
wealth of love showered by Kate on Eric;
she brought out all her innocent, trusting
nature, and she realised with perfect grace
the blow received by Kate when she learns
that she is not Eric’s wife. It was an
eminently earnest, sweet, and delightfully
natural performance.’11
Over the following years the B & Bs
staged further productions of the play: at
the Theatre Royal, Adelaide on 15 July 1889
(five performances), with Fanny Enson as

Mrs Brough as Kate; and at the Bijou

Theatre, Melbourne on 22 November 1892
on the occasion of Mrs Brough’s benefit.
Mrs Brough’s performance as Kate
Verity represented an advance in her skills
as an actress and her ability to perform
difficult characters that required a broad
range of emotions. As Florence Trevelyan,
she had made her first appearance in Australia
as the Queen of the Fairies in Iolanthe, when
it had its colonial première at the Theatre
Royal, Melbourne in May 1885.
Since that time she had been associated
largely with comedy and musical roles, but
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    London, 1905—available as an e-book     
from Project Gutenberg.

South Australian Register
The Sydney Morning Herald
Theatre (London)
William Archer, English Dramatists of To-day,
Sampson Low, Marston, Searle &

stage versions of Far From the Madding
Crowd’, Theatre Survey, no. 18, November
1977, pp. 23-43.
J.P. Wearing (editor), The Collected Letters of
Sir Arthur Pinero, University of Minnesota
Press, Minneapolis, 1974
Peter Whitebrook, William Archer: a
Biography, Methuen, London, 1993

n

Critical condition

‘It is greatly to the credit of Mrs Robert

should have been stern. But she was

A.W. Pinero, The Squire, Samuel French,

James F Stottlar’s ‘Hardy vs. Pinero: two

considered a success and played for 12

report of Mrs Brough’s performance:

Colorado, 1993

10 The Sydney Morning Herald, 28 April 1884,
p 6.

The Squire in their repertoire when they

University of Colorado Press, Niwot,

9 The Argus, 2 July 1883, p 16.

the Union Square Theatre in New York

therefore able to provide a less subjective

John Dawick, Pinero: a Theatrical Life,

Madge Kendal, Dame Madge Kendal

favour of the latter, the production was

Although, initially, their repertoire consisted Kate; at the Bijou Theatre, Melbourne on 13
of comedies and burlesques, by the late 1880s December 1890 (seven performances), with
they were beginning to embrace more

To-day, p 285.

play the title roles in Pinero’s The Second

Christiana Haggerston:

The acting was much improved and

Rivington, London, 1882
Gerald Bordman, American Theatre: a

embracing more and more complex characters,

    The Rev. Paul Dormer: Edwin Palmer Gunnion: Dion Boucicault Izod
    Izod Haggerston: Mr D’Arcy Stanfield Haggerston: Cecil Kingstone

and in a strongly worded letter to Archer
described the character of Kate Verity as ‘the
most brutal Philistine bitch in literature’.7

New scenery was painted by Messrs Spong

I

Here’s what Robert Fielding thought of the new Broadway musical A Catered Affair in his North Jersey
Record review from hell, on 18 April 2008.

n A Catered Affair, Harvey Fierstein

daughter to have the big, blow-out celebration

when she and Tom are away. This

plays an Irishman. I rest my case. But if

she didn’t have. Husband Tom (Tom Wopat),

traditional, Roman Catholic, 1950s mother

you want more information about this

who needs the money to buy the cab he’s

responds with a shrug and a sarcastic quip.

pitiable musical, here it is: A Catered Affair,

been driving for years, is against the idea.

Sure.

which opened Thursday night at the Walter

Fierstein, who also wrote the book, plays

The show runs only 90 minutes, but

Kerr Theatre (and surely has the esteemed

Aggie’s bachelor brother, Winston, who sleeps

we’re told at least three times why Janey

critic for whom the theatre is named

on the sofa in the family’s small apartment.

wants a quick and fuss-free wedding.

revolving in his grave), gets just about
everything wrong.
The screwy miscasting of the gruff-voiced,
usually lovable Fierstein—last seen on
Broadway as Tevye in Fiddler on the Roof and

As an author, Fierstein apparently
envisioned Winston as a semi-closeted gay
man who, like the other characters, embraces
the truth of his life by the end of the evening.
But in the playing, Winston is an intrusive

Meanwhile, what should be a key scene is
missing entirely.
The songs, with music and lyrics by
John Bucchino, offer no relief. Colourless
and tuneless, they slog along in lockstep

a woman in Hairspray—is just the tip of the

and anachronistic figure. Rather than being

melting iceberg. There’s also the woeful

a family add-on without a life of his own, he’s

book, dreadful songs and clueless staging.

a bon vivant, a dashingly dressed man of

sung dialogue, they often impart information

the world who jokes about his homosexuality.

we already know.

The property must have seemed like a
good idea for an intimate, old-fashioned show.
A Catered Affair is based on a 1950s
kitchen- sink TV drama by Paddy
Chayefsky that was turned into a 1956 film

When Aggie and Tom are overwhelmed
takes over.

shocking, since he staged the imaginative

This is one of those things my people
do best, he says, figuratively winking at the
audience, which responds with knowing

in an Irish working-class family, wants to

Directing—or just allowing—this dreary
series of missteps was John Doyle, which is

Reynolds.
The story is modest: It’s the Bronx, 1953,

Not only are most of the lyrics merely

in dealing with the caterer, he impressively

improbably starring Bette Davis and Debbie

and Janey (Leslie Kritzer), a young woman

with the story.

and exciting revival of Sweeney Todd several
seasons back.
Except for Fierstein’s arch turn, the

laughter. It’s the most irritating performance

acting is, at the least, tolerable. Prince is

I’ve ever seen from Fierstein.

persuasive, in a kind of pallid, uninflected

The show’s cavalier disregard for

way. Wopat brings some real passion to the

marry her fiancé, Ralph (Matt Cavenaugh),

believability—it’s more interested in cuteness

marginalised and misunderstood Tom, and,

in a small ceremony at City Hall. Her

than coherence—can also be seen in Aggie’s

you feel, could have been very impressive if

parents at first agree, but then her mother,

reaction when she realises Janey has been

he had better material.

Aggie (Faith Prince), decides she’d like her

having sex with Ralph in the apartment

Autumn 2008

The flat, uninvolving A Catered Affair let
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Limelight

Out and about among the Who’s Been Seen Where in the theatre scene.

1

2

3

8

9

10

4

5

6

11

12

13

1 Toni Lamond

AM

and Tony Sheldon at the opening of the exhibition

Toni Lamond: Lady in Lights at the Arts Centre, 1 April 2008.
2 Patsy Martin and Josie Woodgate

OAM

at the opening of the Toni

Lamond exhibition at the Arts Centre,
biography I am Melba at the Savage Club, 17 April 2008.
4 Martin Croft and Betty Arnold at the opening of the Toni Lamond
exhibition at the Arts Centre.

at the Arts Centre, 4 May 2008.
9 Australian Ballet Artistic Director David McAllister talks about stage
design at the Kristian Fredrikson Scholarship Exhibition.
10 Margo Braybrook and Hugh Colman, at the inspection of the

5 Delia Taylor plants a tree in memory of VTT founder Evan Hercules
at Bort, Victoria, 7 November 2007.

new   MTC theatres on 13 April 2008.
11 Producer John Sumner and actor Lewis Fiander at the

6 Wendy Grose (at the piano) as Florence Young after the première
performance of Florence…Young as Ever at the Tallis family home,
Beleura, Mornington, 27 May 2008, with National Theatre Drama
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Dr Mimi Colligan and Peter Johnson at the CAE, 2 May 2008.
8 Victorian Opera Music Director Richard Gill introduces some of the
costume designs at the Kristian Fredrikson Scholarship Exhibition

3 Ann Blainey and Alastair Jackson at the launch of Blainey’s new

7

of Australian social reformer Vida Goldstein, with VTT members

MTC   theatres inspection.
12 Jackie Kelleher and MTC general manager Ann Tonks at the
MTC   theatres inspection.

student Lauren Smith, winner of the 2008 Tallis Foundation Florence

13 Veteran actress Joy Westmore at the MTC theatres inspection.

Young Award.

14 Actor Elspeth Balantyne and actor-director Malcolm

7 Wilma Farrow (centre) after the launch of her new characterisation

ON STAGE

Robertson at   the MTC theatres inspection.
Autumn 2008
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In San Francisco old is new again

class and a pair of

Frank Van Straten discovers the remarkable story of how the only theatre to survive
the 1906 San Francisco earthquake has revitalised its local community.

academies, one just
for kids.

an Francisco’s oldest

fatally wounded a fleeing

theatre has been reborn.

16-year-old youth suspected of

Now lovingly restored,

stealing a car, and again in 1992

the delightful little South San

after the Rodney King jury verdict

Francisco Opera House is

in Los Angeles.

filling a new role as a focal

Eighty years after it opened,

point for the vibrant African-

the South San Francisco Opera

American community that

House finally staged some opera.

lives in its vicinity.

What were probably the

This amazing survivor can

first theatrical performances in

trace its history back to 1870:

the house since the beginning

that’s when Masonic Lodge

of the 20th century were The

Number 313 was established in

Barber of Seville and La Bohème.

headquarters at 1528 Gerald

These were staged in May 1968

Avenue, South San Francisco.

by Western Opera Theatre,

Eighteen years later, the Masons

sponsored by the Equal Opportunities

completed work on a new complex in

Council. Later, the Opera House was used

Newcomb Street, five blocks to the south.

as a youth centre.

Next to their new Temple they built a

With a commitment to providing quality

community amusement centre, which they

programs to the community, the current board,

called the South San Francisco Opera House.

Bayview House Inc., began running programs

Opened in 1888, it seated 300.

from the Opera House in 1989.

The term ‘opera house’ was not strictly

On 7 December 1995, the San Francisco

correct, at least in modern terminology.

Board of Supervisors renamed the facility

There were no operas staged there in the

The Bayview Opera House Ruth Williams

early years, though there was certainly

Memorial Theater. Ms Williams was a

drama and vaudeville. Well-known actors

producer, playwright and actress who staged

and actresses appeared there, most notably

numerous plays and musicals at the

David Belasco, who later became a great

Bayview Opera House and was an integral

New York impresario. Pawnee Bill’s

influence on the careers of actor Danny

Medicine Show played there, and several of

Glover, singer Cindy Herron of En Vogue,

the old time minstrel troupes.

plus many local black playwrights, actors

Program and Facility Manager Eugene

and film makers. Many of them have

Steptoe explains: ‘The people of San Francisco

and the great earthquake and fire of 1906,

returned to contribute their time and money

would come out to have a good time,

which destroyed every one of San Francisco’s

to the Bayview community.

transported in surreys and buggies.

other theatres, resulted in the decline of

That was then.

legitimate theatre at our Opera House.

This is now…

there was a brewery where the patrons

Nevertheless the Masons continued to use

‘Living in this community can be

enjoyed refreshments during intermission.

the Opera House as a community social hall.’

‘At the opposite corner of Third Street

‘Road companies first came to the Opera

Steptoe points out that because the

challenging, as far as dealing with peer
pressure,’ says Eugene Steptoe.

House in horse-drawn wagons, carrying

Opera House was built on solid rock, it

‘There’s a lot of killing. We have drugs,

their costumes and scenery with them.

survived the devastating quakes of 1906

it’s a low-income community that’s looked

Later, as rail travel became the norm, the

and 1989.

down on. But the kids are still coming here

Southern Pacific Railroad put a line running

The Opera House saw the fortunes of

and learning different arts.’

from the south. This made a stop two blocks

the Bayview area rise as thousands of

from the theatre, making it inconvenient for

African-Americans came to work in the

classes at the Opera House come from

the road companies to stop on their way to

nearby shipyards during World War II—and

single parent households, and all rely on the

San Francisco, so the number of performances

then begin to fall during the social and

once-a-week classes as an alternative to being

began to decline.

economic distress of the 1960s. Riots, fires

on the streets.

‘Later, a second line was built giving
direct access to San Francisco proper. This
Page 44

and looting erupted in the neighbourhood
in September 1966, after a police officer

The plan envisages
a new four-storey

amateur acting

Steptoe said several of the kids who take

Bayview hosts an intermediate art class,
a beginning French class, a hip-hop dance

ON STAGE

building on vacant
land between the

*

Opera House and

‘A lot of these
classes are now once a

Third Avenue. The

week,’ says Steptoe.

ground floor will

‘They used to be two,

provide much needed

three times a week,

extra foyer space for

but because funding

the Opera House. The

from the city and

ground floor will also

donations from

contain an art gallery

charitable organisations

and space for a

has fallen off, classes

bookstore, restaurant

in self-defence, piano,

or community

tap and dance have all

business, as well as a

been eliminated.

café catering for

‘Really, we’ve

theatre patrons and

been cutting back ever

light rail commuters,

since 9/11.’

and offering poetry
readings and spoken

About 300

word recitals.

children participate in

The upper floors

Bayview programs
every year, and more

will house classrooms

than 5000 people

and studios, meeting

attend events held in

rooms, administrative

the theatre.

offices and a versatile
banquet facility.

The Bayview

Says Eugene

Opera House Ruth
Williams Memorial

Steptoe: ‘We anticipate

Theater—the erstwhile

that on completion we

South San Francisco

will be employing 60

Opera House—is now

to 100 residents. So we

operated by Bayview

are not only building a

Opera House Inc., a

centre, we are

501 (c)(3) non-profit

contributing to the

corporation,.

economic
development of this

The facility can be
rented for community

community. The new

events, church functions,

facility will make the

birthday parties,

Bayview vibrate again.

meetings, social

We deserve a place
like this.

gatherings, plays, and
much more.

The restored interior of the South San Francisco

‘We call the Opera House the dream

Opera House, now a community centre for a

factory, because we believe that what we

the full-stage theatre with removable

down-at-heel area. When built in 1888 the

dream can come to life here.’

seating for 300, a classroom seating 15, and

auditorium seated 300.

Three areas are available for public use:

There is a full kitchen with service window,
dressing rooms, video facilities, 35mm film

Bayview Opera House is located in San
Francisco’s Bayview Hunters Point

an outside stage and courtyard.
Things to come…

community at 4705 Third Street (between

The Bayview Opera House is the focal

Oakdale and Newcomb), San Francisco,

projection and access to easy parking and

point of the Bayview Hunters Point

CA 94124. The new Third Street light rail

public transportation. A technician is available

Community Revitalisation Plan, a grand

stops a few steps away, linking the district

to provide sound, lighting, microphones, and

vision to preserve and strengthen the fabric

with downtown San Francisco.

other technical needs. There is easy access

of the local community, and to improve the

to easy parking and public transportation.

physical and ecological environment.

Autumn 2008

Visitors are welcome, but it is advisable
to ring first: 415-824-0386.
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Exeunt

the East End of London, he spent his early

starred on radio in The Adventures of Smoky

early training from Leon Kellaway and

working life in menial factory jobs while

Dawson, which ran for 10 years.

Raissa Kousnetsova, and danced leading

cultivating an interest in music, especially
ballet. Audaciously, at the age of 19, he

AM

Nola Day

Smoky Dawson OAM MBE

Lynne Golding

For Smoky, a long career of recording

that time professional classical opportunities
were few. She appeared in JCW productions

booking agency and staged intimate revues

enjoy performing until he died.

then switched to the Tivoli Circuit, where

Letty Katts

Lloyd Lamble

Pattie Hanna Landau

was made a Member of the Order of

newly-formed National Theatre Ballet, saw

Ken Cantril and Gwen Overton, who had

Australia. In 1983 he was named on the

Golding in the musical Where’s Charley? and

roles in the JCW production of Brigadoon.

Australian Country Music Roll of Renown.

invited her to audition. On 7 February 1951

In 1988 he appeared in two episodes of A

Golding made Australian history when she

the retail record business. He also dabbled in

Country Practice, playing a drifter passing

became the first ballerina to dance the dual

theatrical production, staging a revue called

through Wandin Valley. His appearance was

role of Odette/Odile in Australia’s first full-

Nothing Sacred at the old Star newsreel

so popular that he made another in 1989.

length production of Swan Lake. She

In 2005 Smoky was inducted into the
ARIA Hall of Fame. He has also been

historian Edward Pask said of her, ‘Her

Evan Dunstan, Margaret Browne, Sue Peters

recognised in the United States, and received

dancing was exquisite…she was as brilliant

and John Proper; Brian Crossley directed.

the Honor Award of the Grand Ole Opry.

an actress as she was a dancer.’

Cargher contributed opera and ballet

In April 2007 he donated his first electric guitar

In 1952 Golding pursued performing

critiques to several papers and magazines and

to the Australian Stockman’s Hall of Fame.

opportunities in Europe and, later, in South

His recording career spanned more than

and co-artistic director of the Venezuela

manager and later managing director of the

Dreams, was released in 2005—at which point

National Ballet. In the late 1950s, Golding

National Theatre. He was principally responsible

he became the world’s oldest recording artist.

moved to New York City to work with the
Russian ballet masters there, refining her

W

St Kilda into a home for the National Theatre
and its schools of dance and drama.

Nola Day

He managed the Victorian Opera
David Nettheim

Company in 1969 and the National Theatre’s

Emily Perry

Robert Bruning

Broadcasting, Castlemaine-born Nola Day

Tonight and she was the subject of an ABC

began her career at 3CS Colac and 3SH

documentary in the late 1960s.

number of books on music appreciation and

Swan Hill. She was 3AW’s overnight

the history of opera and ballet in Australia.

announcer for nine years in the 1960s and

and Audrey Nicholls, she then opened her

His autobiography, Luck Was My Lady, was

’70s. In 1977 she became 3KZ’s first female

own studio. Her classes drew professional

published in 1996.

newsreader. Later she worked with Radio

dancers from all around Melbourne as well

Australia, 3AK and 3DB, the ABC and

as overseas dancers while on tour in Australia.

Australian series as Homicide, The Sullivans

Anybody There?. Robert Bruning died

Robert Bruning was a fiercely independent

and A Country Practice, and had lead roles in

suddenly in New Zealand. He was 79.

producer, better fitted for the television

the 1970s series The Long Arm and The

production culture run by entrepreneurial

Godfathers, which he produced for the Nine

characters such as Reg Grundy and Hector

Network.

27.5.1928–4.3.2008

Crawford than today’s industry, in which

He had substantial roles in many films,

government agencies and television

including the 1970 version of Ned Kelly, and

networks hold most of the power.

Sunday Too Far Away. Most recently he was

Bruning was born in Dongara, WA. He
worked with New Theatre in Sydney before

on-screen narrator in Hunt Angels.
Bruning was a scriptwriter and editor

tackling his first professional role, Roo, in

on six TV series, 13 telemovies and two

Summer of the Seventeenth Doll. He was a

features. He is credited with having
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W

John Cargher AM
24.1.1919–30.4.2008

Smoky Dawson

OAM MBE

19.3.1913–13.2.2008

published later this year.

called...’ She continued public speaking and
station 3MFM until recently.

Victoria. Because of his father’s violence, he

marathon Radio National program Singers

Australian Entertainment Unit.
After the war he married Florence ‘Dot’

association with theatre, here and in the

Cheers. They travelled to the United States

United Kingdom. Born Pinchas Cargher in

to record and play at the Grand Ole Opry
in Nashville. In 1952, back in Australia, he

ON STAGE

young dancers. Her biography will be

working on South Gippsland community

During World War II he served with the

Autumn 2008

four continents and inspiring generations of

the taped message ‘The number you have

Herbert Henry Dawson in Collingwood,

music became his way of comforting himself.

This remarkable woman retired from

Lady’ whose voice you heard when you got

‘Australia’s first singing cowboy’ was born

spent several years in an orphanage where

After teaching at the studios of Eve King

teaching in 2000 after thrilling audiences on

In the mid-1980s Nola was the ‘Telecom

Though he was most widely known for his
of Renown, John Cargher had a long

Magic FM, as well as with Channel 10’s Roy
Hampson Show.

W

produced Australia’s first telemovie, Is There

Golding returned to Australia in 1965.

1971.

Damian Wilson

regular guest performer in such iconic

Kirk. They married in 1958.
She was a frequent guest star on In Melbourne

John Cargher was made a Member of

Adam Smith

In ballet class she met dancer Alan Hope

After studies at the Crawford School of

the Order of Australia in 1987.
Barry Seeber

23.2.1936–4.3.2008

technique and studying their teaching styles.

Melbourne Opera season at the Princess in
He produced several CDs and wrote a

Dr Rodney Seaborn AO OBE

America, where she was ballerina, teacher,

six decades. His last album, Homestead of My

for the conversion of the Victory Theatre in

Barry Morse

received eighteen curtain calls. Dance

cast included Barry Creyton, Monica Maughan,

From 1969 to 1989 he was general

Frank Millane

In 1950 Rex Reid, director of the

services to country music and in 1999 he

started his ABC broadcasting career in 1966.

Richard Lane

for a decade she danced in two shows a day.

suggestion of two of the artists he represented,

theatrette in Elizabeth Street in 1960. The

Jessica Jacobs

In 1982 Smoky received an MBE for his

came to Australia in 1951, largely at the

In Melbourne Cargher began working in

Denis Irving

and Ballet Nationale while still a student. At

and performing followed; he continued to

at the Watergate club theatre in London. He

John Cargher

roles with both the Polish-Australian Ballet

Ballet. After the war he took over an artists’

formed his own company, the Three Arts

Robert Bruning

At its peak, it was heard on 69 stations.
Dot also had her own radio shows for children.

W

Lynne Golding-Kirk
1920–21.3.2008
Lynne Golding, ballerina and teacher, has
died in Melbourne after a brief illness.
Born in Sydney, Golding received her

W

Denis Irving
10.6.1933–16.2.2008
For over 30 years, Denis Irving provided
innovative design ideas for Australian
concert halls, theatres and cultural centres.
Born in Hitchen, England, his father was
a famous Australian motorcycle engineer;
his mother an adagio dancer, West End
actress, adjudicator, teacher and producer.
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and accompanist. She obtained her A.

Night Must Fall. In 1937 he was in the

legendary; she was especially proud of her

him and offered him a job with the Tivoli

Mus.A and was subsequently awarded an

Jessica Jacobs

musicals Wild Violets and Princess Charming.

son Tyrone Landau, a tenor, actor and

backstage crew. Millane eventually became a

Associate and Licentiate of Trinity College,

He was in drama at the Minerva in Sydney

composer now based in London.

stage mechanist.

14.11.1990—10.5.2008

London. In later years she studied composition

for several years and toured NSW and

Brilliant 17-year-old actress Jessica 'Jessie'

with Dr William Lovelock, the first director

Queensland with his own company. He

Jacobs died when she tripped on the platform

of Brisbane’s Conservatorium.

appeared again for JCW in Under the Counter

Richard Lane

with Cicely Courtneidge (1947) and in

18.1.1918–20.2.2008

The family moved to Australia when

W

Irving was 15. After studies in mechanical
engineering, his passion for stage lighting led
him to divide his time between the fledgling
UTRC (now Melbourne Theatre Company)
and the embryonic Australian office of Strand
Electric Company, where he rose from office
boy to managing director.
He provided expertise for such prestigious
projects as the Festival Theatre in Adelaide,
the Suncorp Theatre in Brisbane, the Seymour
Centre in Sydney and the Victorian Arts
Centre. In 1979 he formed Entertech Pty
Ltd. Entertech’s many projects included the
Araluen Centre (Alice Springs), South
Australia’s four regional theatres (Renmark,
Port Pirie, Mount Gambier and Whyalla),
the Burswood Casino (Perth), and the
entertainment centres at Darwin, Mackay
and Sydney.
Irving was closely involved in the
restoration of two of this country’s oldest
theatres, the Theatre Royal in Hobart and
Her Majesty’s in Ballarat. The vintage Empire
Theatre in Toowoomba and Sydney’s
magnificent Capitol also benefited from the
Entertech touch.
In 2006 Entertech merged with
Marshall Day Acoustics to form Marshall Day

at Cheltenham railway station in Melbourne

Letty’s most widely known song, ‘Never

and fell into the path of an oncoming train.

Never’, won a national competition in 1945.

In 1999, when she was seven, Jessica

It was published and widely recorded, most

Edward, My Son (1949) with Robert Morley.
For some years Lamble was president of

W

Trust and Rudas Productions, and with the

amateur production of The King and I. Her

John McMahon.

that he was a communist, and producers

at Knox Grammar School, he began writing

blacklisted him. In 1950 he left for England,

while still in his teens. He found his metier

travelling on a forged passport.

and The Snow Queen for Dandenong Theatre
Company, Sunday in the Park with George

the release of the eponymous film starring

Born in Coogee, Sydney, and educated

was recognised as a new and exciting talent.

there as stage master until 1992, and then

and Children of Eden for Monash University

Peter Finch. On the night of the Sydney

comedy Curtain Up (1952), with Robert

He became senior playwright at 2GB, where

joined the Theatre Royal in Sydney.

Performing Arts, and Tinkerbell and The

première, Letty played it in the foyer of the

Morley and Margaret Rutherford. He

he was responsible for many of the scripts

Snow Queen for SLAMS.

theatre. It was the first all-Australian song

continued in film and moved into television,

for the Macquarie Network’s prestigious

operations manager for Tibor Rudas’

(lyric and music) to top radio’s hit parade.

working constantly. He also wrote drama for

Sunday night drama productions.

international tours of Luciano Pavarotti and

Jessica made her professional début in
2000 as Marta Von Trapp in the Gordon Frost

Letty’s more than 100 songs included

radio and started a school of acting.

Lane excelled at adapting classic novels

featured role in The Whiter Brighter Bob

Show and ‘This is Sydney’ for Barry Crocker.

in a six-month season with Dundee Repertory

directing drama as well as writing. He wrote

‘paper boy to Pavarotti’, Frankie Millane

Downe Christmas Show at the Athenaeum.

She also wrote background music for radio

Theatre. On stage he played in On Golden

the locally produced TV serial Autumn

retired in 2000. He is survived by his wife,

plays, and songs for wartime fund-raising

Pond, and had a long West End run in Me

Affair, and adapted Hedda Gabler and The

Rondell Raye, a former Tivoli dancer, and

television viewers through her roles in

concerts. Many of her graded piano pieces,

and My Girl. He worked in television until

Lady from the Sea for ABC-TV.

four children—who are also making careers

Fergus McPhail (as Jennifer McPhail), series

several with Australian themes, were used

he was almost 80.

two of Saddle Club (as Melanie Atwood) and

in eisteddfods. She also wrote a popular

as Molly in Worst Best Friends. In Holly's Heroes

duet version of Beethoven’s ‘Für Elise’.

Jessica was a familiar face to young

into serial form. In 1949 he turned freelance,

In 1967 Lane moved to Melbourne to

In 1996 Lamble donated a copy of his

write and script-edit Bellbird. He also worked

unpublished memoirs to the National Library

for Crawfords on Homicide, The Sullivans and

of Australia. They reveal that, although he

Carson’s Law.

she played Johnno Walsh's little sister, Emily.

In 1963 she composed the music for the

Along with acting, Jessica enjoyed ballet

centenary celebrations of St Paul’s Presbyterian

had been consistently well reviewed

Lane’s authoritative book The Golden Age

Drum in Dandenong and the Clock Tower

the time of her death she was taking a break

prizes at Grenfell’s Henry Lawson Festival

never satisfied with his professional and

published in 1994. A second volume followed

to focus on her music and Year 12 studies at

of Arts in 1973, 1976, and 1978. ‘A Town

personal accomplishments.

in 2000.

Sadly Denis didn’t live to see the

Sandringham Secondary College. She planned

Like Alice’ has recently been recorded in a

completion of three major projects: the

to go to the Victorian College of the Arts in

central Australian Aboriginal language.

Centrestage Theatre Project in Perth, the

2009. She was a member of two bands,

Melbourne Recital Centre and the new

which provided the music at the celebration

home of the Melbourne Theatre Company.

of her life at the Balaclava Holy Trinity
Church at on 16 May.

passion and commitment to theatre design.

technical expertise.
‘Denis almost single-handedly
pioneered the way.’
Denis Irving was a foundation member
of the Victoria Theatres Trust.
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Lloyd Lamble was born in Melbourne. His

One of Melbourne theatre’s great ‘characters’,
Pattie Hanna, has died at the age of 81.
Pattie was the daughter of New Zealand
comedian Pat Hanna, famous for his perennially

his father juggled teaching, arranging,

updated monologue ‘The Gospel According

composing and playing organ and viola

to Cricket’, his touring Diggers variety company

Pioneer composer of Australian music Violet

(with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra).

and his pioneering early Australian ‘talkies’.

(‘Letty’) Katts was the daughter of musical

He was also a long-time secretary of the

parents; her father, Anton Katts, played in a

Musicians’ Union.

Letty Katts

as: ‘A passionate, cantankerous, deeply

for its top quality equipment, designers and

Lloyd Lamble

24.1.1927–2.4.2008

grandfather was a professor of music and

designer Richard Pilbrow described Irving

industry that is respected around the world

W

Pattie Hanna Landau

W

8.2.1914–10.4.2008
W

Noted theatre consultant and lighting

Australia has become a part of the theatre

The Three Tenors.

revival of The Sound of Music followed by a

In his 70s Lamble played the lead roles

of Australian Radio Drama, 1923–1960 was

Australia.’ He added: ‘Lighting today in

More recently Frankie was technical

‘This Old Town’ for The Graham Kennedy

throughout his long working life, he was

and the improvement of theatre in

Frankie joined the Sydney Opera House
in 1972, before its official opening. He worked

Church, Spring Hill, Qld. Her songs won

committed man devoted to stage lighting

Asia, South America and the USA.

in radio, scripting for ABC drama. By 21 he

and studied the violin for several years. At

They will be lasting tributes to his

Australian Ballet on its tours of South East

One of his first British films was the

Entertech. More recent projects include the
at Moonee Ponds.

Majesty’s) in Sydney. He also worked as a

spanned more than 60 years.

won the role of Princess Ying Yolak in an

was published by Albert’s to coincide with

head mechanist at the Empire (later Her
mechanist with the Elizabethan Theatre

Actors Equity. After the war, rumours spread

subsequent amateur credits included Annie

and New Zealand, Frankie was appointed

Richard Lane’s distinguished writing career

notably by Melbourne radio personality
In 1956 Letty’s song ‘A Town Like Alice’

After 10 years with the Tiv in Australia

3.1.1919–19.9.2007

balalaika orchestra before he emigrated from

Pattie studied music at the University of
Melbourne. She was adept at both classical

Lloyd sang in the Wesley College choir

and jazz piano, and developed an affinity

Russia in 1914. Her mother played the piano

and became a junior announcer at 3DB when

with revue material, often with a risqué

by ear.

he was 17. He worked on radio as a straight

element. She appeared on stage with the

Letty grew up in Enoggera, Queensland,

In 1962 Lane was instrumental in the
formation of the Australian Writers Guild.
He led it through its early years, setting up
state branches, lobbying for an Australian
quota, introducing the AWGIE awards for
writers, and helping establish the Australian
Film and Television School. In 1988 this work
was recognised with a special Guild award.
Every year since then, The Richard Lane
Award has been presented to a member who
has made an outstanding contribution to
the Guild.
Lane is survived by his wife, the actress
Lynne Murphy.
W

Frank Millane

man to Roy Rene (Mo) and Bob Dyer, sang

Melbourne University Drama Club, the Tin

in dance halls and appeared in radio serials.

Alley Players and, later, the Melbourne

age of five. In 1930 she began years of

His professional stage career began in 1934,

Little Theatre.

study with John Ellis. For many years she

when he was a last-minute replacement as

Pattie supported all kinds of theatre,

studied dance with Pat Mead’s School of

the juvenile lead in the JCW production of

concerts and film programs, even when she

Dancing; when Ms Mead started teaching

pavement outside the Melbourne Tivoli. He

Fresh Fields. Two years later he played Danny,

was impecunious.

classical ballet, Letty became her assistant

was working there as a paper boy when

the psychotic Welsh pageboy murderer in
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in the technical areas of show business.
W

Barry Morse
10.6.1918–2.2.2008
Herbert ‘Barry’ Morse, the distinguished
British born actor of stage, screen, and radio
has died in London. He was 89.
His performing career spanned eight
decades, and he had hundreds of roles to his
credit. He was best known for the TV series
The Fugitive and Space: 1999.
He was perhaps the only actor to have
performed in every play of William
Shakespeare and George Bernard Shaw.
In 1969 Barry Morse appeared in the JCW
production of Peter Luke’s play Hadrian VII,
a role he played on Broadway and on a US
national tour. In Australia he shared the stage
with Frank Thring, Raymond Westwell, John
Derum and David Spurling. After its
première season at Her Majesty’s in Melbourne,

where she began studying the piano at the

Her interest in young performers was

After a career that propelled him from

2.11.1931–1.2.2008
Francis William ‘Frankie’ Millane’s 55-year
career in theatre started in 1945 on the

managing director David N. Martin spotted

Hadrian VII had the doubtful distinction of
being the very last production to play the
Tivoli in Sydney before its demolition.
W

David Nettheim
1925–11.3.2008
David Cosmo Nettheim was a professional
Page 49

actor from the age of two, when he was cast
in the Australian film Kid Stakes. At seven
he appeared on stage with his mother, the*
actress Mary Hosking, in The Trojan Women
at the Independent Theatre in North
Sydney. He made his radio début in 2UW’s
Children’s Session.
After he left Sydney Grammar School,
Nettheim worked as an office boy at 2GB.
He graduated to writing for the Children’s
Session and took on announcing work. By
age of 19 he was working on The Quiz Kids.
He became involved with radio serials,
including the popular, long-running Dr Mac.
Nettheim became a freelance radio
drama director and scriptwriter. He was
involved in setting up the Mercury Theatre,
the Metropolitan Theatre and the Phillip
Street Theatre, where he acted and wrote
for the still fondly remembered Phillip
Street revues.
In 1956 Nettheim moved to London. He
toured with Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
in Peter Brook’s production of The Visit,
appeared for Laurence Olivier in The
Shifting Heart, and acted at the Chichester
and Pitlochry festivals. He was with Vivien
Leigh and the Old Vic on a world tour,
which included Australia. For more than
three years he played Chaucer in Canterbury
Tales in the West End.
During this time Nettheim reported
regularly for John West’s ABC radio program
The Showman. On TV he was in Elizabeth R
with Glenda Jackson, wrote and toured a

W

Emily Perry
Actress Emily Perry won unexpected
international fame at the age of 80 when
she played Madge Allsop, the cowered,
silent but all-adoring companion of Dame
Edna Everage. As Edna explained: ‘She
was a worry. She was my bridesmaid. She
caught my bouquet. On the back of the neck
as it happened. It wiped out an entire nerve
centre and she has been dependent on me
ever since. Well, she’s a New Zealander.’
Actually, Perry was UK-born, in
Torquay, Devon, and began singing and
dancing as a child in pantomimes and local
variety shows. After touring in troop shows
during the war, she ran a children’s dancing
school in South London. She returned to
acting in 1984.
Perry worked with Humphries from
1987 until 2003. Her fame as Madge led to
roles in TV series such as Dempsey and
Makepeace, The Bill and A Perfect Spy. In
1995 she played Mrs Broadbent in the
popular sitcom Last of the Summer Wine.
She retired in 2004 and, at Humphries’
suggestion, became a resident at Brinsworth
House, the actors’ retirement home in
Twickenham, West London.
Speaking on her 100th birthday last year,
she told the BBC: ‘You know, my memory’s
gone. I’ve been all around the world with
Barry, and I can’t remember a thing.’

Australia in The Two of Us with Sheila
Hancock and John Thaw, after which he
moved back to Sydney. He was in 13 Rue de
L’Amour with Leslie Caron and Louis Jourdan.
Nettheim was an active member of
Actors Equity, serving as federal treasurer

Dr Rodney Seaborn

her family moved to Taralga in southern

from 1983 to the early ’90s Damian worked

the honour to meet and become friends with.’

NSW, she went to school in Goulburn.

at all the big Melbourne theatres—the

things: a hospital, a hotel and a theatre. He
psychiatric hospital at Mosman and the
Wattle Hotel on Oxford Street). The Stables
completed his wish list.
The purchase prompted Seaborn to set
up the Seaborn, Broughton and Walford
Foundation. His partners were his cousins
Peter Broughton and Leslie Walford, plus a
couple of other friends, but the money was
mainly Seaborn’s.
The long list of theatres and organisations
to benefit from his largesse includes Belvoir
Street, the Ensemble, the Bell Shakespeare
Company, the Sydney Festival, the Australian
National Playwrights’ Centre, the Blue Mountains
Festival, Performing Lines and NIDA.
His foundation and its huge theatrical
archive is now based at NIDA. Impeccably
dressed, Seaborn would work there every day,
helping to catalogue and document its holdings.
Seaborn bought the Independent Theatre
at North Sydney in 1993. Subsequently restored
and refitted, it was sold to the Australian
Elizabethan Theatre Trust in 2004.
Rodney Seaborn received the Order of
the British Empire in 1976 and was made an
Officer of the Order of Australia in 1998. In
2001 Seaborn became a director and life
governor of NIDA. He received a lifetime
achievement award at the 2006 Sydney

Barry Seeber

The unofficial patron saint of Sydney’s stage

1943–28.2.2008
Former Melbourne radio identity Barry
Seeber has lost a four year battle with cancer.
Listeners will remember Barry from his

year campaign (ultimately unsuccessful)

Marsden Seaborn attended The King’s

days at 3XY in the late 1960s. Later, at Radio

against the demolition of the Regent Theatre

School, Parramatta. After studying medicine

Australia, he presented the popular DX and

in Sydney, and was engaged in fund-raising

and psychiatry in Britain, he opened a

the communications program Talkback. He

for the Actors’ Benevolent Fund.

psychiatric practice in Sydney in 1955. This

retired from Radio Australia in 1997 and

was the start of a long, distinguished

spent his final years in Coffs Harbour.

industry: Daniel Nettheim is a film and TV

New South Wales.

director, Matthew Nettheim is a stills

In 1986, when the Griffin Theatre

and the South Australian Ballet, and later
became Technical Manager for the Adelaide
Festival Theatre.
Adam loved the theatre and he never
seriously considered any career other than
stage management. He stage managed his
high school musicals and spent his weekends
backstage at the Adelaide fringe venue,
The Warehouse.
Adam's first professional job, in 1982, was
with Gale Edwards's Energy Connection
Dance Company. For the next 25 years he
worked as a stage, tour, production, company
or event manager on the widest conceivable
range of shows: from Bananas in Pyjamas to
Riverdance; The Rocky Horror Show to the
Alfred Deakin Lectures. He toured with Acropolis
Now and Magpie Theatre-in-Education; he
worked with the Tokyo Shock Boys and
Nigel Triffitt; he took on jobs at the Grand
Prix, the Commonwealth Games and
Melbourne Fashion Week—a 25-year career of
making sure things went off without
a hitch.
Recently, Adam found regular work with

Manager Margaret Bourke described it as:

Princess, Comedy, Her Majesty’s and the
Palais—on everything from the Australian

into an audition with J.C.Williamson’s and

Opera and Ballet to attractions such as The

was immediately employed. She stayed

Sound of Music, West Side Story, Camelot and

with The Firm for six years, until she was

Sweet Bird of Youth.

22, touring Australia and New Zealand. She

In 1992 Damian became a Technical

danced a featured solo at the opening of the

Co-ordinator in Stage Operations at the

Capitol Theatre in Perth in 1934.

Arts Centre. His years of ‘uptown’ work

Her ambitions changed when she met

enabled him to work across a wide spectrum—

Horse Inn at the time, but going on tour

from dealing with major companies and

would have meant delaying their marriage

corporate clients to site coordination of the

for a year, so she left.

Famous Spiegeltent. In 2000 he was

She adapted well to life on a rural

held until his death.

Lindsays bought a 2000 hectare property

Compiled with invaluable assistance from:

called Mungeribar near Narromine.

Peter Burgis, Pamela Chambers, Mimi

With her children away at school most

Leech, Rondell Millane, Andrew Moon,

children. As well, she put on shows to raise

Max Morrison, Mary Murphy, Edith

money for charity. She was what her family

Pillsbury, Peter Pinne, Christine Roberts

called a ‘persuasive’ woman, and managed

and Robert Taylor.

to talk shearers, farmers and football players
shows were always sold out.
She was also able to entice dancers from
Sydney to assist with teaching; one of her

The cast of Opera

pupils, Lois Strike, danced at the opening of

Australia’s Carmen was

the Sydney Opera House.

expertly upstaged by the

posted this tribute: ‘Barry was one of the

where they taught riding skills to dozens of

Escamillo on and off stage and climaxed

youngsters. In her later years Cecily lived

the evening by taking a graceful bow at the

in a retirement home in Bathurst.

final curtain.

photographer on films, Jennifer White is an
actor-singer-dialect coach and Rodric White

Stables Theatre in Kings Cross—Seaborn

professionalism and his beautiful voice were

stepped in and purchased the building. He

legendary. He was also one of the most
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Damian Wilson
3.3.1958–7.2.2008

his work in theatre, creating his own individual
style and humour.
The son of prominent Australian actor

a celebration of his life.

the ins-and-outs of the theatre world well

Cecily Lindsay Viles
1912–2008
Former JCW stalwart Cecily Lindsay Viles
has died in Sydney.
Cecily was born in Mosman but when
Autumn 2008

carried the swashbuckling

moved to a stud farm at Richmond, NSW,

Frank Wilson, Damian was involved with

W

handsome horse that

The Lindsays retired in the 1960s and

stalls of the Comedy Theatre on 13 May for
'Schweetie' Smith was 43

n

Gus
goss

into performing ballets and musicals. The

blokes’, Damian Wilson brought a flare to

entertainment community, who packed the

Colligan, Martin Croft, Alan Kirk, Judy

of the year, Cecily began fostering local

sums up Adam's work perfectly.'
attack shocked the tight-knit Melbourne

promoted to Operations Manager, a role he

property in Coonabarabran. In 1950 the

One of those ubiquitous Australian ‘backstage

Adam Smith's sudden death of a heart

gave him the skills and knowledge that

Bruce Lindsay; she was rehearsing for White

comedy whose detail was multi-layered—that

Radio Australia shows in the mid-1980s,
best broadcasters I ever worked with. His
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mechanist for the University Theatre Guild

Mike Bird, who produced Seeber’s

Company was about to lose its home—the

is a professional jazz musician.

father Dennis built sets and worked as a

'A perfect swansong…a seemingly light

theatre-loving family, Rodney Frederick

contribution to the mental health scene in

Smith grew up around show business. His

the recent hit The 39 Steps. MTC Production

and then co-vice-president. He led the six-

Several of Nettheim’s nieces and nephews

Born in Adelaide, Adam Leigh 'Schweetie'

Artistic and always headstrong, at 16
Cecily. determined to dance, talked her way

Administrator. He was Stage Manager for

1913–17.5.2008

have followed him into the entertainment

15.5.1964–7.5.2008

the MTC, where his wife, Sam, is Artistic

AO OBE

Born in Sydney in the 1910s into a

Adam Smith

already had the first two (Alanbrook

W

has died from a heart attack. He was 95.

W

And he had always wanted to own three

Theatre Awards.

W

around the world, and in 1977 he toured

considerate and caring people I have ever had

space and strongly supported the company’s
dedication to presenting Australian work.

28.6.1907–19.2.2008

one-man show, Will Shakespeare, Gent,

had enjoyed plays in the Stables’ intimate

before he started work as a mechanist-flyman
at the Princess in the late 1970s.
From 1978 to 1981, he worked on the
major shows of the day, until he became a
technician at GTV-9 in 1981. There he worked
on variety shows, Carols by Candlelight and
the Logies, amongst others.
But the call of the stage was too strong:

What audiences didn’t realise was that
there were actually two horses. One,
Drummer, did the acting, and the other,
Spud, took the bows. Drummer is a show
biz veteran. He toured Australia as ‘The
Colt from Old Regret’ in The Man from
Snowy River arena spectacular.
The best of stablemates, Drummer and
Spud enjoyed their trip down from Sydney
with their handler, Steven Jefferys. Steve
was the Lone Horseman who galloped to
fame in the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games
Opening Ceremony.
Lulu, the gentle Irish donkey who
added colour to the Carmen crowd scenes,
was locally recruited. She lives in Emerald,
Victoria. She and her handler, Janine
Young, both made their stage début in
Carmen. Janine also supplied the chickens.
- Gus, the theatre cat n
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La Mama needs a hand
Melbourne’s

O

Mama faces the far

most fondly

more daunting

regarded theatre

challenge of raising

incubators, La Mama,

additional substantial

has rented its iconic

funds from

1883 building in

stakeholders,

Faraday Street,

organisations and

Carlton, for four

philanthropists.

ne of

Victoria
Theatres
Trust

Now, however, La

decades—courtesy of its

Unfortunately the

benevolent landlord,

Melbourne City

Rose Del Monaco.

Council has refused

Following Rose’s
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to commit to buying

death in October 2007,

the building.

the executors of her

Contents

Instead, council

estate notified La Mama that they wanted

officers will support the La Mama management

to sell the building.

in its negotiations. The council provides

The writing’s on the wall

annual grants of $32 000 to the theatre.

of     Melbourne’s newest theatre 1

La Mama was offered first option and

Opera House rethink?

5

future in the unique space that is so integral

Ballarat battles

6

the industry and the local community, La

to the theatremaker’s and audience’s

Eastern Arcade façade to stay

7

Mama was able to raise the $170 000

experience. All contributions are totally

It didn’t always close on

deposit,’ says artistic director Liz Jones.

tax deductible.

    Saturday night

its offer of $1.7m was accepted.
‘Thanks to the overwhelming support of

Please join in helping secure La Mama’s

8

‘Carlton bookstore Readings donated $25

To make a donation or for more

Gus goss

10

000 and the University of Melbourne gave

information on how you can help please

A colonial entrepreneur

11

$10 000, while other private members of

contact Liz Jones on (03) 9347 6948, 0412

The design genius of Orry-Kelly 15

the “La Mama family” each put in $1000.’

909 077 or liz@lamama.com.au 
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